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Preface
The focus of this book is to help you develop a disciplined procedure to identify current and
future problems within an organization, and to position the organization to exploit future
occurrences. Today, these objectives require, at least, a basic understanding of the available
analytical tools and techniques.
Remember the old saying “If the only tool you have is a hammer, all problems look like a nail.”
This book is intended to help you:
•

Identify blockages in your organization that interfere with decision making.

•

Develop a system to obtain data and convert it into information.

•

Apply techniques to uncover patterns or trends.

•

Demonstrate the use of analytical tools for problem solving and improvements
throughout an organization.

•

Improve the budgeting and forecasting process.

•

Develop an evaluation process for acquisitions and divestitures, as well as other longterm projects and programs.

The use of analytical techniques has been greatly expanded and enhanced by the development
and widespread availability of software. Numerous tools which only several years ago required
large equipment and facilities are now available via our laptops. These tools operate in an Excel
environment and are frequently accessible via the tools option. Examples include regression
analysis, linear optimization and Scenario Manager (basic “what if analysis”).
Software for other statistical tools (simulation, etc.) or advanced versions of the above tools are
available in the marketplace. Additional sources are noted in the text.
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Chapter 1
Environmental Forces Affecting Decisions
Introduction
Decisions are not made in a vacuum. They are the product of an entire organization. Therefore,
everything, from its structure and reward systems to its risk profile, plays an important role in
selecting and implementing decisions.
A scientific approach to decision making must address these environmental issues, as well as to
provide analytical tools and techniques to assist in the decision process. Chapter 1 begins the
overall management of decision making by identifying a number of the structural issues or
forces, and the influences they can have. In this way, we can also understand how to better
manage their impact.
After working through this chapter go back and ask yourself the following question:
Are there policies in my organization which
interfere with arriving at and implementing decisions?
For example, do we extend our depreciation period for assets too long, and thereby keep sunk
costs on our books which support the status quo? How about our compensation programs? Do
they encourage desired behavior?
The purpose of this chapter is to
•

Explore the evolution of financial decisions.

•

Introduce the purposes and limits of a scientific approach to decision making.

•

Identify the factors that influence decisions.

•

Begin to address how environmental factors can be managed to assist in reaching and
implementing the best decisions.

Historic Focus of Financial Decisions
The development of financial decision tools and techniques has moved from external financing
(1920s) and survival (1930s) to encompass all aspects of a modern organization. The acceptance
of new ideas concerning economic theory in the 1950s probably did more than any other event to
increase the use of analytical techniques. This evolutionary process has resulted in a significantly
expanded role for financial professionals, and the development and use of decision tools to
address an ever-widening range of issues.

Practical Financial Decision Making: Essential Tools
The period of growth and innovation in the 1920s created a need for additional capital. This
resulted in the predictable focus on liquidity and financing. The events of the 1930s directed the
study of finance to defensive or survival issues. The corporate collapses and fraudulent actions
by some management resulted in government regulations. Thus, significantly increasing the
amount of financial data provided externally. This led to increasing the role of financial analysts,
as they were better able to compare the financial condition and performance of companies.
Throughout the next two decades, financial analysis looked at issues within companies from an
outsider’s viewpoint. The experiences of the 1930s educated financial professionals to review
issues as a third-party lender or investor.
During the 1950s to the early 1960s, budgeting (operating and capital) and cash flow analysis
and control became the vehicles which expanded the role of analytical tools. Over the next 1-2
decades, models were developed to value firms from a lender’s or investor’s viewpoint
(valuation models). This led to calculating the impact of internal decisions on valuations and
linking the previous external focus to an internal awareness. The formulation of portfolio and
efficient market theories helped to complete the basic “tool box.”
Increases in inflation and an expanding global marketplace (both first became noticeable during
the 1970s) drove the next stage of analysis. Fluctuations in inflation resulted in significant
increases in interest rates and capital replacement costs, as well as increasing reported profits
from the sale of older assets, including inventory. While inflation has been considerably tamer in
recent years, the CPI in 1980 was in the mid-teens.
The development of a global marketplace with competition from nontraditional sources has and
continues to increase the number and frequency of decisions. In addition, as technology changed
at an increasing rate, financial decision making tools had to be adapted to an ever-widening array
of situations. The singular focus of the 1920s on financing has been replaced by a growing and
changing list of issues ranging from new product development to production and capital
programs. The risk of making a poor decision has never been higher, nor has the number of
required applications for analytical tools. A summary of the historic events that have helped to
shape the current climate for financial decision making include:
•

1920s—external financing

•

1930s—survival

•

1950s—economic theory

•

1950s through 1960s—budgeting, cash flow analysis, controls

•

1970s—capital and interest rate analysis (inflation

•

1980s and beyond—system-wide improvements, globalization

Decision Making—Art and Science
Making decisions and taking action is fundamental for all management. Therefore, the outcome
of analysis must have a direct implication for management’s actions. Hopefully, it is understood
that analytical tools and techniques cannot provide the entire basis for every decision. Managers
1-2
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are constantly called upon to make decisions. At any given instance, the use of an analytical
decision tool may result in the same decision an experienced executive would make. However,
would you recommend that the future direction of an enterprise be dependent upon a single
manager’s, or small group of managers’, experiences? Using the right tool provides the
discipline required when faced with complex problems.
The advent and expanded use of computers virtually assures the existence of volumes of data at
any time. At times, the sheer volume of data can confuse and delay decisions. Selecting and
managing the significant data (evidence) and transforming it into information is key to making
good or accurate decisions.
The use of the correct tool can
•

Provide a full range of alternatives and their system-wide impact.

•

Enable people to debate the merits of a decision, with less emotion and relying more on
facts.

The purpose of this book is to provide the tools to significantly increase your long-term potential
for making the right decisions. This is the Science part of decision making. The Art comes from
interpreting the information and linking it in a unique way, thus providing insights missed by
others. The key takeaway when considering the decision making process is in the difference
between science and art:
1. Science—tools to increase the long-term potential for making the right decisions
2. Art—Interpreting information and liking it in a unique way
This concept is a central theme to this book and will be referenced in later chapters.

Behavioral Finance
The study of behavioral finance has exploded in the past decade. Behavioral finance attempts to
explain how emotions and psychology influence our investment decisions. The famed investor,
Warren Buffet, often comments that a successful investor needs a temperament to control urges
that lead to trouble in investing. Psychologists have identified a tendency in people to think they
have control over events even when they do not. This can lead them to imagine trends when none
exist, or believe they can spot a pattern and thus predict the future. The toughest part of investing
is not the intellectual analysis, but the emotional aspects.
Some of the factors which significantly influence our interpretation of data and therefore
decision making, fall into the following areas:
•

Anchor Effect‒Often a disproportionate weight is given to the initial information we
received. This is particularly true if it supports our position. The situation can be further
complicated if the initial data is shared with others and used to form a “preliminary”
view. At this point inertia can take over.

•

Overreaction to Random Occurrences‒We tend to look for systematic patterns in data.
While often underlying patterns do exist, sometimes so-called random events are actually
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random. Constructing a relationship which does not exist among data points results in our
decisions being systematically wrong.
•

Overconfidence‒It appears that there is a human tendency to be over confident in our
abilities and knowledge. Overconfidence will ultimately result in mistakes, often of a
significant size.

•

Optimism‒Another human trait. Optimists underestimate the potential of bad outcomes.
A series of modestly, but consistently core optimistic assumptions can, when combined,
make a forecast overly and dangerously optimistic.

•

Follow the Herd‒Following widely known actions by others. This provides a false sense
of comfort to people that they are not alone. In addition, if their actions fail, they can
make comments such as, “No one knew.” While this behavior may provide comfort, it
rarely leads to success or changes to the status quo. Remember, the old saying, “The fool
does what the wise man did first.” Based on a study by Money magazine (July 2006), just
before the 2000 crash, Wall Street analyst “buy” recommendations outnumbered “sells”
by 37 to 1. The same article noted, only 5 out of 40 economists surveyed in June 1990
forecasted that year’s recession.

•

Loss Aversion‒People feel the pain of loss considerably more than the pleasure of an
equal gain. This can be magnified by a misdirected reward system, which rewards even
small short-run gains, and severely punishes reasonable and promising, long-term actions
which fail. In such a case, innovation will suffer.

•

Endowment Effect‒People tend to value things more once they own them, no matter what
has happened to their actual worth. To test this, ask a person about the value of their
house or a stock after a significant drop in the market.

Structural Blockages to Decisions
As demonstrated by studies in behavioral finance, decisions are not always based on the best
analytical approach or answer. Decisions are not made in a vacuum, but are products of the entire
organization. Successful decisions require a disciplined process for managing the resources of
the organization.
In today’s competitive environment no organization is at a steady state, it is either improving or
deteriorating, whether or not this is obvious at that moment. It is impossible to be at a steady
state given constant changes in markets, costs and competitors. Problems have become more
complex. Therefore, it is vital that managers understand the influence structural blockages can
have to either slowdown or destroy the decision making process.
A silo mentality can develop. An idea that does not fit neatly into a specific category or function
can be quickly discarded. A systems approach to decision-making often incorporates “soft”
variables, such as attitudes and beliefs. While these variables are not easy to quantify, or even
recognize, they have a significant impact on the decision process. The key components to
consider are outlined in the following sections:
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1. Perceived risk
2. Inertia and bias
3. Organizational structure
4. Reward systems
5. Paradigms

Perceived Risk
Each of us has a unique risk profile. Tolerance for risk plays a major role in many of our
decisions. This is also true of companies. Based on past corporate experiences and a number of
other factors, decisions are made which determine the organization’s future.
Remember, even the best decision tools rarely provide you with a risk-free answer. The product
of scientific approach is likely to give you the best avenue of action, based on current or past
information. Even an action which will result in a favorable outcome 90 percent of the time will
be disappointing 10 percent of the time.
Try the following exercise with your friends or members of the various organizations you
participate in.
Exercise 1-1
The following diagram demonstrates a simple game. The rules are as follows:
Everyone must play.
You can only play once.
Each participant pays $200 before playing.
Each player selects a bowl (A or B) and is then blindfolded prior to selecting a marble.
Payment to the participants is made based on the color of the marble, and the marble is then
returned to the appropriate bowl.
The players cannot form a group and divide the proceeds. “Everyone for themselves.”
While you are not going to actually collect or pay money, each player should behave as if they
were really betting $200. Have each person tell you which bowl they chose.
Although Bowl B provides the highest expected return, the risk of loss will drive many,
sometimes the majority, to select Bowl A. We will further develop the role risk plays in decision
making throughout this program. The expected values from an infinite number of attempts at
each bowl are:
Bowl A = .5 × $200 = $100
.5 × $300 = $150
$250
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Bowl B = .5 ×
0=$ 0
.5 × $650 = $3225
$3225
It is wortth noting onee obvious bu
ut important fact, if the aamount of thhe bet is conttinuously
increased
d, and the paayments also
o raised in the same ratioo, eventually everyone w
would select B
Bowl
A. Althou
ugh the anallysis does no
ot change, th
he potential ppain of loss ddoes.

Inertia and
a Bias
There is a well-know
wn law of ineertia in physiics which staates that a boody will stayy at rest or inn
uniform motion,
m
in th
he same straight line or direction,
d
unnless acted uupon by somee external foorce.
This law also appliess to decision making. On
nce a decisioon is made, thhe activities initiated froom
the decision can takee on a life of their own an
nd be follow
wed almost bblindly to theeir conclusioon.
This can occur even if subsequen
nt events hav
ve modified the desirabillity of that cconclusion.
In fact, poor
p
long-terrm decisions can take considerable eeffort to moddify since theeir early
champion
ns may attem
mpt to protecct the decisio
on from conttinued scrutiiny. In thesee instances, tthe
original decision
d
mak
kers may feeel threatened
d by changess and spend ttime hoping that future
events will salvage th
heir original decision, raather than ideentifying thee needed chaange.
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Bias can result for a number of reasons, including inertia and past experiences. Both prior
failures or successes will form a bias toward future decisions. A bias, at times, can be subtle and
therefore difficult to detect. It can result in
•

Misinterpretation of raw data to support a position.

•

Looking for data that supports your position. Once found, the search for data is ended.

•

Disregarding data that questions the current thinking as “random” or “not meaningful.”

Our training and “common sense” tells us that past costs should not influence current or future
decisions. That is why they are called “sunk.” Despite this, sunk costs are a major reason for the
“status quo.” For example, we fear that if we change our production or distribution process we
will have to write-off asset values.
The fear of the recording a loss can make people act irrationally. Why else would someone sell a
stock that is currently above its initial price and still rising, while holding a stock that has fallen
in value and has questionable future prospects? More often than we want to admit, people sell
their winners and hold losers.
Acknowledging that these forces are often at work can be a first step to eliminating or reducing
their impact. A scientific approach to decision making requires that we are open to new findings.

Organizational Structure
An organization’s structure should be based upon the significant activities of the business(es),
with periodic reviews as the business(es) and the environment change. The structure of an
organization is too important to rely on an evolutionary process. However, in large organizations,
structures are often established and only significantly changed when it becomes obvious that
they are not working.
Small venture organizations are usually in higher risk businesses and lack resources for
development. If successful, these companies often do not have sufficient management talent or
experience, or other resources, to fully exploit their potential markets. Large organizations are
typically set up in a hierarchical structure which is designed with a number of objectives,
including the protection of its current assets and businesses. The existing culture in large
hierarchical structures has, as one of its objectives, the continuation of much of the status quo,
while smaller or venture companies are dedicated to change.
Be aware there are significant forces at work in every organization to protect the status quo.
Change creates uncertainty and that results in fear. Periodically refer to table 1-1 to remind
yourself about the pros and cons of structures.

Reward Systems
Reward systems are the primary mechanism whereby management shows the members what it
expects of them, provides positive reinforcement for acceptable acts, and negative responses to
unacceptable actions. Successful management takes the time and considerable effort to identify
those activities which are key to the organization’s success, and at least attempts to measure an
individual’s and group’s results at these activities. Regardless of what is said by management,
people will respond to signals provided by their organization’s compensation system.
1-7
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Table 1-1: Organizational Structure Comparison
Structure
Culture
Operating Mode
Strengths
Weaknesses

Start-Ups or Ventures
Informal—can appear chaotic.
Stress change—change creates
opportunity.
Action first, then fix mistakes.
New Ideas or products.
Decision maker(s) close to
customers.
Limited experience and
resources for mass production
and marketing.

Large Organizations
Hierarchical.
Protect assets or businesses—
can threaten current assets,
wealth, or products.
Extensive analysis prior to
taking action.
Production and marketing
ability.
Decision maker(s) often
removed from customers.

For an organization to provide the correct signals, it must have a view of its goals and the
necessary steps to achieve them. This overall view is then broken down into discrete activities
for all levels within the organization. The process is often complicated by the fact that most large
organizations have more than a single business unit. Each will have a series of goals, which can
be quite different and require different compensation schemes.
Compensation systems and their effects on the people are a dynamic process which can greatly
assist in attaining or frustrating an organization’s goals. Frequently, the impact of a
compensation scheme is subtle and therefore, the effects of an improper plan may escape
detection by management for some time. Better managed companies, recognize the potential
impact of compensation and strive to implement systems which are consistent with the
organization’s goals.
People will ultimately respond to a system of rewards and punishments regardless of the
organization’s intended goals. For example, if the development of new products or procedures is
thought to be an important activity, but people are compensated based on production, day-to-day
production activities are likely to receive the lion’s share of attention. If individuals are punished
for unsuccessful ideas, regardless of their apparent merit when initiated, and rewarded for
successful efforts, even if they have relatively little impact, they are likely to respond by
applying their efforts to safer areas where success is more likely. They will avoid higher risk, but
potentially higher return activities.
Management can become overly concerned with the immediate reaction of the financial markets
to short-term results, while not paying adequate attention to the longer term effects of decisions.
Due to the influence of shareholders and outsiders and the relative ease of measuring near term
results, a significant portion of a person’s compensation is often based on the short-term or stock
(equity) price. This may teach managers that their job is to assure short-term success even at the
possible expense of long-term growth.
Such a limited focus helps to explain the actions of the foreman who forgoes routine
maintenance to hold down costs while shortening the life of a major asset; the middle manager
who “cooks the books” without the knowledge of his supervisor, to report results he perceives
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his supervisor will find acceptable, or possibly influencing senior management’s decision to
spend mega dollars to financially engineer their company’s stock price, via stock buybacks,
while reducing R&D expenditures. None of the above are meant to address the extreme
situations demonstrated by companies such as Enron, WorldCom, Global Crossing, and so on.
But, there certainly appears to be a strong correlation between rewards and management’s
activities even in these cases.
The traditional accounting system provides the data for many organizational decisions, including
executive compensation. This system produces reports containing variances from budgets,
forecasts and prior periods. Where does the typical organization measure the cost of lost
opportunities due to an inappropriate action, or no action? Many of our standard systems or
practices can place an emphasis on consistency even at the expense of growth. Is the
development of new products or processes vital to your company’s success? If so, do you
formally track the number of failed projects? Too low a level may indicate a shortage of new
ideas. Does your reward system encourage or discourage taking “reasonable” risks?

Paradigms
As an example or pattern, paradigms can help to focus our attention on the usual causes of
problems, or typically successful behavior (practical). However, they can also be self-imposed
limits to our thinking, and therefore to improvements. Remember, if you do not change what you
are doing, nothing will change. Adhering to paradigms can stop us from looking for answers, or
stop us from accepting them once they are discovered.
Advancement requires us to challenge long-held paradigms. As an example, let us quickly
review a brief part of the history of automobile production. Historically, mass production of
automobiles required long runs of similar units (economics of scale). This caused periodic over
investment in inventory, with the corresponding risk of producing the wrong models and, at
times, long delays in filling a customer’s order.
Lean systems are customer-centered and are driven by the customer’s Pull for the product.
Therefore, the ideal is to produce products based upon an order. However, for auto production,
this had to be balanced by efficiency (unit cost) which required a leveling of capacity. The
transition to smaller production lots required numerous die changes. In the 1940s, Toyota took 2
to 3 hours for a die change. By the 1960s, it was 3 minutes. Two decades earlier, this was
thought of as being impossible. This change redefined auto production by more closely aligning
production with demand.
Question paradigms. Look outside your company and industry for ideas. Typically, people who
disprove old paradigms are those that have no investment (outsiders) in the current situation.
Acceptance of a scientific approach to solving problems can be key to eliminating this type of
blockage. Improvement is not a random event.
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Chapter Summary
It is important to understand the influence that a few important considerations exert in your
organization. As part of an overall improvement program, eliminate or reduce these influences.
For example, look at your financial policies and reward systems. What behavior do they
encourage? The core topics to consider as discussed in this chapter include:
•

The evolution of financial decisions has moved from an external view (lender’s or
investor’s) to a process for system-wide improvement.

•

Decisions are a product of an entire organization.

•

A scientific approach to decision making provides the discipline and tools for improving
the decision process.

•

Human characteristics play a key role in decision making.

•

Organizations frequently have one or more structural blockages to decision making.
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Turning Data Into Information
Introduction
Successful organizations view information as an asset to be contributed to and shared. Therefore,
they have a culture of continuously gathering raw data concerning key activities and turning it
into useful information. The conversion can be trickier than originally thought.
This chapter introduces techniques which can be easily learned and applied. They require little to
no statistical knowledge, and can greatly improve your ability to interpret data and identify and
solve problems. In addition, the user will be better able to determine if a more advanced tool is
required and if so, which one.
The purpose of this chapter is to
•

Discover how successful organizations capture and manage data.

•

Describe the analytical techniques used to turn data into information.

•

Introduce fundamental forecasting techniques.

•

Identify the forces impacting time series information.

•

Introduce the key concepts relating to basic probability theory.

Management’s Role
Successful organizations share a number of common characteristics including
•

A view that information is an asset to be contributed to, shared, and used.

•

Encouragement of members to experiment to improve current procedures or products
and, within limits, tolerance of failure.

•

Understanding by participants of the decision process.

•

Decision making, action oriented management with a willingness to make difficult or
unpleasant decisions.

The first two characteristics encourage or mandate that members use analysis to find new or
better answers, and continue to build the organization’s information base. Information is
available from numerous sources. An effective data-gathering and interpreting process does not
require a large, special-purpose, staff. In fact, to be successful this process must be part of an
organization’s normal activities and not some “special project.”
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Training in basic data management tools and a core belief in the importance of gathering and
sharing data can have a significant positive impact on an organization. For example, a
salesperson making visits to current or potential customers may gain insights into a company’s
inventory levels and purchasing pattern, as well as competitors’ pricing. If this data is not
recognized as important, or not shared, it will have little or no impact on the organization. Only
by understanding its importance, and being able to collect the data and share the resulting
information, will the salesperson’s organization gain valuable insights into business patterns and
their competitive position.
The third characteristic assures members know the basis for decisions. The final one
demonstrates management’s willingness to act upon information, even if it is unpleasant (accept
reality).
Obviously, when making a decision, the more inclusive the available information, the more
likely we are to make better decisions and to feel more comfortable with them. The importance
of information has long been recognized in many areas of human effort. Ancient armies looked
for ways to infiltrate enemy lines and intercept messages to better understand their enemy’s
strengths and weaknesses. Sports teams, professional and amateur, have staffs which scout and
analyze potential opponents, as well as maintaining volumes of statistics about their own team.
Although data and information collection and assimilation are basic to many human activities, its
importance is not always recognized. If you do not believe this, remember one of the stated key
benefits to forming the Department of Homeland Security was to better share information
previously spread over several government agencies. It took a terrorist attack on U.S. soil to deal
with this basic organizational problem.
All decisions begin with data or information, whether assumed or actually gathered and
evaluated. Data collection and information preparation precede any decision or action. However,
once a decision is made and implemented our job is not over. A scientific approach requires that
we periodically review the results of decisions to test their current validity. Events can, and often
do, change the parameters used to make a decision. The use of analytical tools and techniques
cannot be viewed as “once done and finished.” Figure 2-1 is an example of such a tool.

Graph
As previously noted, the first step in any decision is to gather data. Often, a surprising amount of
information can be gained by the way the raw data is grouped and presented. There are numerous
recurring events or forces which cause periodic and routine fluctuations in data. By using a few
basic techniques these patterns can be identified.
The first tool for data mining is usually drawing a picture (graph). Even the most analytical
minds often find it easier to see patterns via a picture versus staring at a table of numbers.
When trying to summarize large amounts of data, it can be useful to distribute the data into
classes or categories, thus, isolating the number of occurrences that fall into each category.
Frequency distributions can be helpful for a wide range of activities that require isolating
members of a group’s population. These range from characteristics of people (physical traits, test
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scores, buying habits, and so on) to isolating the source(s) of routine breakdowns or delays (see
figure 2-2).
Figure 2-1: Example Decision Making Process

Data Collection and
Information Preparation

Review Progress or
Results

Implementation

Use of Information to
Identify Alternatives

Alternative
Selection

Figure 2-2: Example Frequency Distribution Chart
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Constructing a line graph is a standard technique for exploring a series of data collected over
time. A general strong trend can cover up nontrend periods, sometimes of significant duration.
Look at the following graph of the Dow Jones Index over an extended time period (figure 2-3).
While the trend is clearly up, the period between 1966 and 1982 was down. What would happen
to a company that made a large capital investment, that came onstream in 1967, based on a
similar history of aggregate growth rates in sales? How about an individual investing for
retirement targeted for 1970? Remember an overall trend does not insure all data points will
follow it.
Give yourself as many visual aids as possible early. Rates of change, groupings and even trends
are often easier to isolate visually.
Figure 2-3: Sample Market Diagram Indicating Capital Investment over Time

Data Management Tools
As managers, we often measure activities and results versus an average. Targets, including
budgets, are established using averages. During and after an event or time period, variances are
taken from the target or a series of reference points. For example, comparisons to budgets, prior
quarters, months, last year, and so on. Often, this gives rise to a series of correspondence
explaining the differences. All of this activity is based on two assumptions:
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1. The target was originally correct.
2. Variations from the target, or reference point, are seen as problematic.
This section asks some basic questions about the first assumption, and provides a few
alternatives. A later chapter will discuss, in more detail, which variations are meaningful.

Average
An average is a value which is thought to be typical of a set of data. The most common average
is arithmetic. This results from adding the values of the specific data points and dividing the sum
by the number of observations. For example, the array of data below.
Data: 2, 5, 11, 14, 20
Average:

52
5

= 10.4

A few things are immediately obvious. First, the actual range of this array is fairly wide: 2-20;
next, the average of 10.4 does not exist as an actual point in the array. How valid is 10.4 as a
target or expected value?
A variation of this measure can be to weight the results of several occurrences. This approach is
often used when attempting to anticipate future data points. The most recent data is given the
largest weight, as it is thought to be more representative of the future (up-to-date). It is also
employed when arriving at a single measure from a series of separate events or measurements,
often of varying importance.
For example, a student’s final grade reflects measures from a series of events. Some events are
more important (mid-term exam versus a quiz). The final grade must include this. Thus, the
individual grades are given a weight to reflect their importance.

Median
The median is the middle value of a set of numbers arranged in order of magnitude.
Data: 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 19
Median: 8
It can also be the average of two middle values.
Data: 2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21
Median:

8+12
2

= 10

Although, the median does not address a potentially wide range of data, it can, at times, be a
more meaningful measure than the arithmetic average. Remember, an average can be an artificial
data point.
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Mode
The mode is the value which occurs most often within a set of numbers. It is the most common
value. The mode may not exist in all cases and even if it does, it may not be unique. Sometimes,
especially with limited data points, the unique mode may not be seen. Often, a larger sample will
expose the actual mode.
Data: 2, 3, 5, 5, 8, 10, 15
Mode: 5
Data: 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15
Mode: None
Data: 2, 3, 5, 5, 8, 10, 15, 15
Mode: 5 and 15
In a frequency curve, the mode is obviously (since it occurs the most times) the value at the
maximum point on the curve. Often, the mode can be a better indicator of expected results or
level of activity than either an arithmetic average or median.

Comparison—Average, Mean, and Mode
Look at these three tools for initial direction when reviewing raw data. They are also worth
testing prior to establishing targets. The median or mode may not only be more accurate, but they
may enable you to measure an occurrence significantly earlier than an average can be calculated.
A prime example of this is “length of life.”
For example, if you are attempting to measure the life expectancy of a product, calculating the
average would require you to wait until all products had failed. Calculation of the median could
be done when 50 percent of the products failed and the mode once the peak of the distribution or
frequency had occurred. This could provide valuable insights, perhaps years before the average
was available.
When analyzing populations, averages can often be “correct,” but misleading. Assume a
university, when reporting graduates’ starting salaries, noted an average annual starting salary of
$32,750. This average was based on the following actual per graduate results.
Salaries: $20,000, $22,000, $25,000, $25,000, $25,000, $30,000, $55,000, $60,000.
While the average is “correct” it does not reflect expected results. Only two graduates had
salaries equal or greater than the reported average, while six were below. It is likely the two
above the average were due to other circumstances, such as prior experience. For graduating
students a $25,000 target is probably more realistic.

Moving Average
When all that is wanted is a smoothing of the data, and no mathematical equation is required, a
moving average can be used. Mechanically, the method of moving averages is simple, but it
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often can provide a better understanding of the raw data. The use of a moving average to identify
or to predict future occurrences is based on the two factors:
•

Smoothing the raw data helps to see trends that were hidden by the velocity or variations
in the data.

•

Belief that recent data is a better indicator of the future.

In general, a moving average tends to smooth the data by averaging out the unusual highs and
lows. This tends to dampen the short-duration variations. A moving average can be based on
various time periods. Most frequently, monthly or quarterly periods are used. However, any
period can be used.
Simply, when constructing a moving average, the oldest data is excluded as soon as data for the
most recent period becomes available. In a twelve-month average starting with January 2005,
that data would be excluded and January 2006 included as a basis for calculating a new twelvemonth average. A quarterly moving average might be used to smooth variations over a longer
period. In this instance, the average of the actual data for each quarter would be calculated and
used to represent a single point. Care needs to be taken when determining the time period to be
used. Be sure that the data points being dropped are no longer of statistical value. Also, that by
excluding them, you are not losing the ability to see a longer term trend.
The use of smoothing techniques, including exponential smoothing, as basic forecasting tools are
discussed later in this chapter and in chapter 4.

Seasonality
Many businesses experience seasonal activity. These include the obvious retail, vacation travel
and construction, as well as numerous others such as auto production and refineries. Auto
producers change models in late summer through early fall, petroleum refineries change from
producing heating oil to gas, back to heating oil, and so on, based on seasons.
Look for seasonal patterns. It can be important not only to correctly forecast annual sales, but to
determine their occurrence during a period. This enables you to match resources with demand
thus, reducing working capital, and often investments in fixed capital assets. A simple example
follows:
•

Assume total sales of 1,000 units in a year X as shown below
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

200
350
300
150
1,000 units
1,000

•

On average 250 units were sold per person (

•

We forecast a 10 percent growth in total sales for the next year. We would forecast
seasonal sales by weighting each based on last year’s sales. Pay attention to the

4

= 250).
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distribution of the data. Functionally, this increases each season’s results in year X by 10
percent versus increasing total sales and averaging them over the four seasons.
Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

Spring
Summer
Fall
Winter

200
250
350
250
300
250
150
250

= .80
= 1.40
= 1.20
= .60

1,100
4
1,100
4
1,100
4
1,100
4

×

80 =

220

× 1.40 =

385

× 1.20 =

330

× .60 =

165
1,100 units

Uneven Growth or Decline Patterns
Earlier, we used several techniques including moving averages and graphing to uncover trends in
data. However, you may or will experience situations where, while helpful, they are not
sufficient.
For example, look at the data below. While techniques exist to mine the data for future trends
(data points), sometimes just exploring it in detail provides the best initial results. Again,
graphing is usually a good first step.
Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Sales ($)
$100,000
$110,000
$115,500
$120,120
$123,724
$126,198
?

Growth (%)
—
10%
5%
4%
3%
2%
?
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Averages, moving averages, compound growth rate calculations, and so on, would not fully
reflect this steady decline. Since they are based on historical data, they may be slow to react in
some instances. Graph and look at the data itself.
In addition, you may experience situations where sales grow faster for a period, then slow. This
could be seen in industries as different as fashion (time periods will be shorter) to software
operating systems, equipment, and so on. The overall sales pattern can result from upgrade or
replacement cycles.
Use all the available tools to gain insights. But, always seek to understand the driving cause(s)
for change. This is the key to constructing a viable model. Hopefully, this will become obvious
with the example in chapter 5.
Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sales ($)
$100,000
$120,000
$138,000
$151,800
$159,390
$164,172
$169,097
$202,916

Growth (%)
—
20%
15%
10%
5%
3%
3%
20%

Exponential Smoothing
Exponential smoothing is a frequently used forecasting technique. Unlike moving averages, it
does not require the user to maintain significant historical data files. Moving averages assume
that the most recent data is the most meaningful. That is why old data points are replaced by
more recent data.
Only three data points are required to forecast using exponential smoothing.
•

Most recent forecast.

•

Actual results for the above forecast period.

•

Smoothing constant.

The smoothing constant (alpha) determines the reaction to differences between the forecast and
actual results. It is arbitrary and is selected based upon management’s anticipated response time
between the forecast and actual.
Exponential smoothing assumes that the forecast results for the next period are related to the
prior forecast plus a portion of the error in the prior forecast.
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Ft = Ft – 1 + a([ At – 1] – [ Ft – 1])
Where
Ft = The exponentially smoothed forecast for period t.
Ft-1 = The exponentially smoothed forecast for the prior period.
At-1 = The actual results in the prior period.
a
= Alpha
The more stable the activity the smaller the constant (alpha). Therefore, alpha might be .05 if we
were forecasting food sales for a location versus .20 to .30 or more, for a new video game, game
machine, and so on. The model is changed based on management’s expectation and past results.
Assume that the sales forecast, of a stable commodity, for last month was 500 units. Actual sales
were 450 units. The forecast for next month would be (using a .10 constant).
Ft
Ft
Ft

= 500 + .10 (450 – 500)
= 500 + -5
= 495 units

This technique is used since it is relatively easy and surprisingly accurate in selected cases. It
does not require large amounts of historical data, and modifications based on actual results can
be done rapidly. Significant changes in Alpha may provide an early indication of modifications
to previously existing relationships or trends. Exponential smoothing is the basis for many
inventory models.

Time Series
A time series is a set of observations taken at specified times, normally at equal intervals.
Common examples of this include: the daily closing prices of the Stock Exchanges, weather
conditions (temperatures), monthly sales revenue or production.
Time series frequently demonstrate typical or characteristic movements. For reasons discussed
below, understanding these can be extremely important for many activities, from budgeting and
sales forecasting to planning capital expenditures and acquisitions. These movements or trends
can be summarized into four groups:
•

Long-Term—The general direction in which the data appears to be moving (also called
the secular trend). When graphed, the data provides a general picture of its direction or
movement over time.

•

Cyclical—The long-term swings (variations) around the trend line. The cycles may or
may not follow a specific pattern. In economics, the swings are used to refer to a
Business Cycle. Therefore, while the long-term economic trend of the U.S. economy has
been upward, we have experienced periods of above and below trend economic growth
(Business Cycles).

•

Seasonal—The identical patterns in time series data following corresponding months in
successive years. These routine variations result from recurring events. For example, the
increase in tourism into Florida during the winter months, or the predictable spike in sales
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prior to Christmas. Seasonality is important in a surprising number of businesses. It can
impact you directly or indirectly, through suppliers. The auto industry goes through
model changes annually, petroleum refineries change production – gas, heating oil, and
so on.
•

Random—As noted earlier, sometimes events that appear random really are random.
These events can include weather – floods, hurricanes, and so on, or actions by people,
such as a labor strike, or a violent act at one of our schools, and so on. While these events
may last only a short time, the results can have a long-term impact, potentially even
causing a totally, or partially new cyclical pattern.

When analyzing a time series we need to examine four factors – trend (T), cycles (C), seasonal
(S) and random (R). The variable in the time series (Y) is a product of these factors.
Y=T×C×S×R
Therefore, when analyzing a time series, review each of the factors that can impact the overall
movement. The following graphs (figure 2-4) demonstrate movements in a time series.
Figure 2-4: Example Time Series Graphs
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Exercise 2-1
Identify the factor (T, C, S or R) associated with each of the following:
1. Department store sales prior to the start of a new school year.
2. Monthly rainfall for a specific location.
3. Required increase in auto production due to a continuous growth in population.
4. Hurricane damage to a building.
5. Economic recession.

Probability
The classic example of probability is a coin toss. Each time a coin is tossed there is a 50 percent
chance of either a head or tail. However, that does not mean that if you toss it twice you will get
one of each.
As of Super Bowl XLI the AFC team had lost 8 of the last 10 coin tosses. But they had won 8 of
10 games. What conclusions might we draw from this? First, 10 tries are not sufficient to arrive
at a 50/50 split. Also, winning the coin toss has no impact on the game’s outcome. Now, if we
begin to look for relationships that do not exist, we might decide that losing the toss results in
winning the game. Remember, sometimes events are random.
The estimated probability of an event is taken as the relative frequency of the occurrence of the
event, when the number of observations is very large. The probability actually becomes the limit
of the relative frequency, as the number of observations increases indefinitely. Therefore, if we
toss a coin an infinite number of times, we expect to get 50 percent heads and 50 percent tails.
The more tries, the closer we will get to a 50/50 split.
In many cases, the results of applying analytical techniques to a problem will result in identifying
the most likely answer. Remember, this does not assure that the desired outcome will happen!
But, following the “best course of action” will over the long-term provide the best results. Go
back to Exercise 1-1. If you could play the game 100 times would it change your selection?
Statistics is the body of principles and techniques for dealing with numerical data. Often,
statistical analysis includes the use of probability concepts and drawing statistical inference from
data. Even if you have not realized it, you have done this numerous times in your experience.
The old saying, “If it walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, it’s probably a duck,” is evidence
of this. Information is inferred from limited data. Examples in business include
•

Market research.

•

Establishing inventory levels.

•

Quality testing.
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In each of these cases, statistics are used to estimate results. This can range from customers’
demand for current or new products, to arriving at conclusions about a group of products, by
testing only a few. Auto companies do not test all their vehicles to determine their safety. They
arrive at conclusions about the fleet’s safety performance based on relatively few tests.
Basic probability theory can play a significant role in establishing budgets and action plans. If
the success of a plan relies on the outcome of several unrelated events, the overall probability
may be considerably lower than it appears. For example, if the success of each of 5 events is 90
percent, the overall probability is only 59 percent (.9 × .9 × .9 × .9 × .9 = .59). The exercise
below demonstrates this.
Exercise 2-2
Calculate the probability of boys and girls in families with 3 children. Assume equal
probabilities for boys and girls.
Number of boys

0

1

2

3

Probability

?

?

?

?

Chapter Summary
Review the list of tools, techniques and theories discussed in this chapter. Make certain you
understand their application to basic data management and forecasting. If not, go back and
review the material before going further. It is important to establish a basic level of training in
your organization concerning the importance and use of the following key concepts, all discussed
in this chapter:
•

Formal data collection and information management systems.

•

Graphing


Frequency distribution



Line graph

•

Averages

•

Median

•

Mode

•

Moving average

•

Seasonality

•

Exponential smoothing

•

Time series analysis

•

Probability theory
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Chapter 3
Problem Solving Tools
Introduction
This chapter demonstrates the use of various improvement tools. While not always obvious, the
use of statistical techniques is incorporated into these tools. Using them can provide an
individual or organization with several benefits including
•

Assistance in discovering the underlying causes of problems.

•

Gaining acceptance of decision making techniques by a large group of people.

•

Positive results, which can provide a “beachhead” for more statistical tools.

The chapter begins with addressing the concept of world-class (benchmarking), and then
provides a series of tools to improve performance for a wide variety of activities. Remember, in
problem solving you are often placed in the role of detective. By gathering data and processing it
into information trends can become visible.
The tools introduced in this chapter were selected based upon their applicability in a significant
number of situations. Think about how they could be applied in your organization. Continue to
ask yourself why, until you uncover the cause of a problem.
It is equally important to study events that succeed, as well as actions which fail. As a detective
you are seeking clues from the best of outcomes (BOB – Best-Of-The-Best), as well as those
from failures (WOW – Worst-Of-The-Worst).
Often the reason(s) for successes and failures are easier to see in the extreme. As an early step of
any analysis, try to isolate the relationship between cause and effect. For example, profits (effect)
result from doing a variety of things well (cause). Attempting to discover the cause(s) of BOBs
and WOWs can be very helpful in focusing management’s attention on important factors, thus,
eliminating the noise that exists in every organization. BOB and WOW factors, when used
correctly, can help
•

Eliminate noise from analysis

•

Focus on data from successes and failures

•

Identify cause-effect relationships

•

Guard against ending evaluations too soon

When trying to uncover a cause-effect relationship, it is easy to stop at the first apparent answer
or relationship. However, when diagnosing a problem, focusing on extremes (BOB and WOW)
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can often help to uncover the factors that actually contribute to an outcome. Pareto Diagrams or
Fishbone Charts, discussed later in this chapter, can often assist in this process.
The purpose of this chapter is to
•

Demonstrate the use of several problem solving tools.

•

Benchmarking – targeting world-class.

•

Target Costing – evaluating value streams and fighting inertia.

•

Mapping – uncovering hidden inefficiencies.

•

Networking- project planning and implementation.

•

Pareto Analysis – focusing attention on a few, key activities (Law of Vital Few).

•

Cause and Effect or Fishbone Analysis – disciplined framework for problem analysis,
while encouraging group participation.

•

Theory of Constraints – framework to maximize performance of an entire system or
process.

Benchmarking
Especially in a global market, best-in-class is a moving target. Current competitors are
continuously improving their processes, products and services. In addition, new entries can enter
the market with products which either directly compete with you, or indirectly reduce demand
for your product.
Markets are dynamic and, therefore, are in a constant state of change. In a global market,
products trend toward becoming commodities at an increasing rate of speed. Even those once
seen as specialty or high-tech items can quickly move toward commodity status.
This puts increasing pressure on pricing, which, in-turn, places pressure on development,
production, delivery, and service costs. Test this for yourself; compare the cost of a calculator,
laptop, or a television several years ago versus today. Sorry if some of these bring back bad
memories.
In this environment, management constantly looks for signals of events which will impact their
competitive position. This can be in the areas of new products, competitors or a new way to
produce or deliver existing products. New entries may begin competing on a cost basis, but as
experience shows, they can quickly achieve a strong position based on quality. Despite numerous
examples of the transition to quality, it continues to be overlooked by traditional producers. Just
look at Hyundai’s recent progress in the U.S.
The strategic goal of every management must be to position its organization as
The Low Cost Producer of its Products with Equal or Better Quality vs. The Market.
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If achieved and sustaained, the above position
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marking resullts from threee
competitors’ current activities. My
concerns:
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•

Need to limit information exchanged due to legal issues.

•

A personal commitment not to assist competitors in becoming smarter, therefore, better
competitors.

•

Key paradigms are normally not broken and significant progress made, without looking
outside your environment.

Functional Benchmarking—Future Opportunities
Functional benchmarking has the advantage of gaining new insights from noncompetitors with
similar functions. Henry Ford studied meat packing in developing the assembly line, as well as
packaging methods used by Sears Roebuck. Taichi Ohno studied U.S. supermarkets in the late
1940s and 1950s in developing JIT and formalizing Toyota’s Production System. It was by
studying supermarkets that he saw the power of a Pull System. Nothing happens in the system
until the customer pulls a product from a shelf. This triggers action back to the farmer, thus
providing the goods as required by the customer.
Paradigms are normally disproved, resulting in significant improvements, by people outside the
current environment. What could a hotel gain from studying the client registration process from a
rental car company? How about a hospital studying selected processes at efficient hotels?
Functional benchmarking starts with a commitment to continuous improvement and two basic
assumptions:
•

You can learn from organizations outside your industry with similar functions.
Transferable value-creation processes.

•

Others do a better job than you do at the selected task(s).

Before starting, do a detailed analysis of your current situation. This will help you focus on the
important areas or tasks that need improvement, as well as to select a benchmarking partner, or
source of information. Functional benchmarking should be seen as a future view, unlike
competitive benchmarking or an industry survey which reflects the current status.
Functional benchmarking can provide insights into immediate improvements, as well as future
opportunities (help you to beat competitors to an early implementation). This can include future
core skills your organization will need to develop. Functional benchmarking can be performed in
sequential steps as outlined in figure 3-2.
Potential sources of information for comparisons include:
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•

Trade and professional organizations.

•

Suppliers and customers.

•

Professional services currently used (accountants, attorneys, and so on).

•

External experts.
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achieving
g sufficient margins
m
or market
m
share.
Market shifts during a product’s developmen
nt can make it obsolete oor inappropriiate for its
t
markeet, even before its introdu
uction. Cost reductions bby producerss of similar oor
original target
substitutee products, can
c result in a new produ
uct being nonncompetitive at an earlyy stage in its life
cycle.
Let us qu
uickly review
w some old product
p
failu
ures:
•

La
L Choy’s inttroduction of frozen egg
g rolls.

•

Ford’s Edsel.

•

RCA’s
R
Video
oDisc player.
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•

Cadillac’s Allante.

•

BIC’s $5 glass flask of perfume (Parfum BIC).

•

Pontiac’s GTO.

•

Ford’s Thunderbird.

La Choy’s 1988 product introduction was terminated in 1990. The product could not be
microwaved and took 30 minutes to heat in a conventional oven. Ford lost an estimated $250
million and RCA $500 million on the above products. Cadillac’s 1987 launch was hoped to have
Euro-styling aimed at younger buyers. Poor quality, an underpowered (170 horsepower) engine
and a nondistinctive body doomed the vehicle. During the next five years the vehicle developed
into a competitive car, although at a significant cost increase to customers. However, it was too
late. BIC’s 1989 perfume launch was terminated in 1990 at an estimated cost of $11 million. The
product was designed to be sold in supermarkets and drugstore chains, where BIC had significant
presence and distribution clout. However, it did not address the difference, from the customers’
viewpoint, between purchasing disposable pens and lighters versus perfume. GM reintroduced
the Pontiac GTO in 2004. However, despite its V-8 engine, the lack of sporty styling and
perhaps, being built in Australia, doomed it to a short rerun. It was terminated in 2006. Ford
attempted to build upon its huge success with the original Thunderbird (1955-1997), with a new
version in 2002. But, the combination of weight and a weak engine ended the run in 2005.
In 2008, Tata Motors announced that there were some questions about the Nano’s economic
viability. The Nano had been unveiled at the Delhi auto show and was projected to be sold for
about $2,500. However, rising raw material costs now threaten its future. Raw materials
represent 23 percent of the Nano’s pre-tax price, up from 13 percent when Tata began
development, five years ago. This compares to about 7 percent of the cost of an average
American car. In addition, for a series of reasons, Tata has invested (August 2008) $470 million
in a plant, approximately double the amount expected at the project’s start.
Today managers are faced with an increased number of new, nontraditional, nondomestic
competitors. With the exception of industries which require large upfront investments and lead
times to enter, these competitors can appear with little warning. New entries typically begin
competing on a cost basis, but as experience shows, they can quickly achieve a position based on
quality.
The environment necessitates that business activities are
•

On time.

•

On budget.

•

On target

The market is unforgiving to poor concepts, delays, poor quality, and inefficiency. Target costing
is a discipline process to address this environment.
How is a price set by a producer of a good or service? Typically, it starts based on the cost to
produce and management’s perception of the market. Is the value a product delivers to the user
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necessariily correlated
d to your cosst? No – you
u may be ineefficient or exxtremely effficient, and yyour
product may
m contain values or co
osts to the usser which aree not obviouus to you. In a perfect woorld,
a productt’s price wou
uld be based
d on value deelivered. Ulttimately, a nooneconomicc product is
replaced in the markeet. But that is
i an expensiive way to leearn.
osting provid
des a framew
work to contiinuously foccus attentionn on the dynaamics of the
Target co
market, a product’s features
f
and production or
o delivery oor service coosts. It helps us to be
customerr-centered. Target
T
costin
ng begins witth market annalysis and R
R&D and conntinues throuugh
the comp
plete life (dissposal or serrvice terminaation) of the product. It ffocuses on thhe lifetime ccost
of a prod
duct versus itts purchase price.
p
This fo
orces managgement to adddress severaal key questiions:
•

Does
D
the prod
duct meet a market
m
need
d?

•

Are
A there modifications to
o the producct which wouuld provide iincreased vaalue to
cu
ustomers?

•

Can
C or do wee provide it at
a a cost whicch gives valuue to the cusstomer?

•

What
W productts are we com
mpeting agaainst; is our ccompetition changing orr improving??

Figure 3--3 provides a general serries of steps in the targett costing proocess. It begiins with the
customerr and designiing a producct (good or service) whicch meets a cuurrent or antticipated neeed.
The proccess focuses attention on the cost and
d value over the product’s life, from design to
disposal. For examplle, when we purchase a car
c battery thhere is a buillt-in cost forr the disposaal of
the old (llead based) battery.
b
The cost of a carr not only inncludes its orriginal price,, but gas
consump
ption, mainteenance, and the
t ultimate trade-in (salle) value.
Figure 3-3: Target Costing
C
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Target costing begins with the customer and immediately examines the design process.
Various studies indicate that 80–95 percent of the total cost of a product is determined by its
design. Therefore, to be efficient we must focus on R&D and design efforts to achieve customer
satisfaction and maximum efficiency. It is simply too late to wait until the product enters
production.
An obvious benefit of this approach is that it fights the normal inertia in an organization’s
decision process. Since no individual or system can assure it will make the right decision at
every moment, it is essential that an organization incorporate, as a visible part of its culture, a
system where decisions are periodically tested and modified as necessary. There is a well-known
law of inertia in physics which states that a body will stay at rest or in a uniform motion, in the
same straight line or direction, unless acted upon by some external force. As discussed in chapter
2, this law also applies to decision making.
Once a decision is made, the activities initiated from this decision can take on a life of their own
and be followed almost blindly to their conclusion, even if subsequent events have modified the
desirability of that conclusion. In fact, poor long-term decisions can take considerate effort to
modify since their early champions may attempt to protect the decision from continued scrutiny.
In these instances, the original decision makers may feel threatened by changes and spend time
hoping that future events will salvage their original decision, rather than identifying the needed
modifications. Excellence demands that review processes enable management to overcome a
poor decision’s inertia.
Target costing provides the systematic approach needed to answer the four questions, asked
earlier, concerning value to the customer and marketplace changes. It involves all members of
the value chain (design through follow-up services).

Mapping
A number of analytical tools exist to help you understand the current situation, and identify
potential areas for improvement. Discussed below are several tools that are simple and can be
applied to virtually any situation. Frequently, they may be all that you need far into the
improvement process and the benefits of mapping include:
•

Gets people involved early

•

Provides a picture of current process

•

Allows for a process flow

•

Affords reviewable processes (start point to end point or end point to start point)

•

Offers time considerations needed for steps in process

A process map provides a picture of the current situation. In its simplest version, it shows the
current flow of work including interfaces and bottlenecks. It must include all physical and
technological flows (people, paper, and electrons).
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Mapping is often done by a cross-functional team, where people map that portion of the process
they know best. Be careful. Draw what actually happens, not what you think or want to occur. It
is a snapshot of reality. Map the process while you are performing the tasks. Even if it takes
longer than you originally planned (more cycles). Do not rely on your memory!
For best results, use a long roll of paper for the final map. Put it on the walls of a room so that
the participants can see the picture and agree. Do not try to put it on a small screen or make it
look good (pretty). Be accurate, simple, and visual. The use of stick figures, and so on, will assist
in achieving this goal.
Work on the map until it captures all activities and then look for obvious inefficiencies.
These can or will range from double handling to excess waiting periods and unneeded
investments in inventory. Follow the flow. Remember, all work must be organized around
results. This requires doing activities once, minimizing paperwork, and removing variations
(steady state).
After the map is complete, review it first from its starting point. Then trace the steps beginning
with the end point, going back to the starting point. This will provide the perspective of the
customer. This is the equivalent, in a factory, of going from the raw material pile to the truck
dock, and then reversing the review starting from the truck dock. The process is helpful for
locating inconsistencies between the customer’s need for a good or service and the supplier’s
response. Remember, internally everyone is both a supplier and a customer.
While you are collecting information for the mapping effort, keep a record of the time it takes to
complete each step in the process you are mapping. By tracking the steps in the process and
adding the time estimates, you can identify which sequence will require the most time. This is
the critical path. Therefore, if you want to put speed into the process, attack the actions that add
to the critical path first. More about this follows.

Networking—PERT and CPM
Especially for large projects, you may want to consider the use of a PERT (Program Evaluation
and Review Technique) or CPM (Critical Path Method) to help plan and manage
implementation. These tools provide a system to monitor progress against your plan by focusing
on the timing of each step required to meet the goal.
PERT and CPM were originally developed in the late 1950s to manage the extremely complex
process of producing the Polaris missile system. It has since been adapted to a wide range of
projects from construction to software design to planning campaigns.
The first phase is to identify each step, the sequence in which they must be performed, and the
time required. This information is used to construct a network, showing the interrelationships
among the steps. Use the time required to complete each step to construct the critical path. The
critical path is the sequence of events which takes the longest time. Therefore, any delay along
this path will result in a delay of the project.
Be careful to ensure that the activities and events in the network are in the correct order.
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PERT includes collecting three time estimates for each step: optimistic, most likely, and
pessimistic. CPM uses just one estimate for each activity.
PERT enables the user to calculate the variances in the times, thus incorporating probability.
While this difference between PERT and CPM exists, for the vast majority of your activities the
difference is probably not very significant. If you are introducing networking into a nontechnical
group, keep it simple. Figure 3-4 represents an example of a simple PERT network.

Pareto Analysis
A Pareto Diagram is used to determine what characteristic is the major contributor in a process.
It is a bar graph (frequency distribution) which ranks data in categories from largest to smallest
based upon frequency of occurrence, cost, and so on. It helps to prioritize actions by showing the
percentage of time that a problem is caused by a specific item or action, thereby graphically
providing statistical evidence of the root cause of a problem.
Figure 3-4: Simple Example of a PERT Network
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5
20
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30

E

A to G = Activities (List)
A – D – F – G = Critical Path

When constructing a graph, be specific concerning the process and each step. The answer to
questions such as: What causes us to deliver a specific product late (?) or what causes us to miss
our deadline for a financial closing (?) will identify a specific root cause.
The Pareto Principle is also known as the 80/20 Rule, or the Law of Vital Few. This Rule holds
that for many occurrences the majority (80 percent) of the consequences stem from a small
percentage (20 percent) of the activity. You have probably used this concept when discussing
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other top
pics, includin
ng sales and profits. For example, 800 percent of yyour profits can come frrom
20 percen
nt of your cu
ustomers.
Pareto, an
n Italian eco
onomist (184
48-1923), maade his obserrvation whenn studying thhe distribution of
income. He
H determin
ned that 80 percent of thee world’s weealth was conntrolled by 220 percent of its
populatio
on. The conccept was exp
panded, and proven
p
correect, for numeerous activitties. In
organizattions, it is no
ot unusual fo
or a significaant amount oof a result to be caused bby a relativelly
small perrcentage of an
a activity.
Using latte payments to vendors as
a an examplle, the “meaasure of conccern,” reflectts the percennt of
time wheen a failure occurs
o
(late payment)
p
du
ue to each sp ecific probleem. Thereforre, the first bbar
could be late receipt of invoices. The height of
o the bar, a ssume 30 peercent, indicaates that wheen
we pay our
o vendors late,
l
30 perceent of the tim
me it is caus ed by the latte receipt off the invoice.
The comb
bination of a mapping process, inclu
uding develooping a criticcal path, andd, when
necessary
y, a Pareto Diagram
D
(figure 3-5), can
n provide siggnificant insights into a pprocess and
uncover potential
p
imp
provements.. This will heelp you alloccate resourcees as well ass to take neaarterm actions consisteent with long
g-term goals..
Figure 3-5: Sample Pareto Diag
gram

In additio
on to providiing insights into a process problem, Pareto Anallysis can offfer valuable
informatiion concerniing an organ
nization’s fin
nancial situattion. Take tim
me to do Exxercise 3-1. Y
You
might be surprised by
y the results. Excel-com
mpatible softw
ware is availlable (SPC X
XL).
Exercisee 3-1
Conduct the followin
ng brief analy
ytical exerciise. Take thee financial reesults of youur organizatioon
and subtrract your besst customers (top 20 perccent). Now, reduce the ccosts which ccan be quickkly
changed (variable). What
W percentt of sales and
d profits aree lost? Is youur organization concentraating
enough of
o its energy on these cusstomers? Ho
ow about thee results from
m the other 880 percent annd
the cost or
o effort asso
ociated with them? Review the questtion at the ennd of the chaapter.
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Cause and
a Effectt Analysis (Fishbonee) Chart
We have all experien
nced Brainsto
orming or otther free-flow
wing idea geenerating tecchniques. Soome
people find them excciting and heelpful for arriiving at new
w answers to problems orr identifyingg
nities. Howev
ver, others find
fi them “a waste of tim
me,” since theey do not apppear to direcctly
opportun
deal with
h the issues “at
“ hand.” Neither view is
i correct, noor do they reeflect a persoon’s dedicatiion
or ability
y. The reactio
ons merely indicate
i
if so
omeone is a m
mental extroovert (willingg to share
unfinisheed thoughts) or an introv
vert (desires to share ideaas after he orr she has hadd time to woork
on them)).
These sessions can provide insigh
ht into probllems, opporttunities, andd, if properly managed, reesult
in group cohesion. Th
herefore, a tool
t
to fosterr participatioon can be hellpful from tiime-to-time. A
Fishbonee Chart can focus
f
these sessions,
s
with
hout reducinng the hopedd for creativiity of the grooup.
In additio
on, as it is deeveloped, it will providee the findingss in an easilyy understanddable formatt.
Developeed by Kaoru
u Ishikawa in
n the 1950s as
a a quality ccontrol tool, Fishbone Charts can proovide
a structurre to help thiink through all the possiible causes oof a problem. A Fishbonee Chart is a
cause and
d effect diag
gram which basically
b
is a pictorial diisplay of a liist. The desiggn of the
diagram looks much like the skelleton of a fissh. Thereforee, it is frequeently referreed to as a
Fishbonee Chart (figu
ure 3-6). Thiss technique is
i equally usseful for probblem solvingg as it is for
exploring
g successful actions. Its value
v
is to assist in categgorizing the potential caauses of probblems
or issues in an orderlly way to ideentify root caauses. As a ddetective, yoou are tryingg to learn from
m
both the BOBs and WOWs.
W
C
Figure 3-6: Sample Fishbone Chart

Begin a group
g
Brainsstorming sesssion and con
ntinue to askk questions cconcerning thhe problem or
concern being
b
addresssed. Divide the question
ns into five m
major areas:
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•

Procedures – Performance criteria, standards, and so on.

•

Products – Consumables used.

•

Environment – Space, location, and equipment employed.

•

People – Skills, abilities, motivation, and so on.

•

External – Outside people or factors.

Continue to ask: WHY? HOW? WHO? HOW OFTEN?
Record the responses. Try to identify major and minor factors. Do not try to make it complicated.
Remember, it is meant to provide discipline for problem solving without cutting off the flow of
ideas.
As you identify potential causes (factors) to the problem (concern) being addressed, put them on
the chart. Returning to the earlier example of late payments to vendors, delays in approval or
receiving invoices could be factors.
Repeat this procedure with each factor (category) to identity sub-factors. Continue until no new
information comes from the process. Analyze the results of these sessions. Identify those items
that appear in more than one category. These are the “most likely” causes, and should be further
reviewed to place them in order of priority. A Pareto Diagram may be helpful for this part of the
analysis. If you are interested in exploring this topic further, XMIND is an available crossplatform software.

Theory of Constraints
Theory of Constraints (TOC) is based on the view that in any system there is usually only one
factor that limits the overall ability or production of that system. Therefore, the entire system
must be managed knowing where the constraint exists. Eliyahu M. Goldratt demonstrated this
using an analogy of marching soldiers.
Throughout a system there are points with excess capacity (fast soldiers) and a bottleneck
(slowest soldier). The overall marching pace of the troop is dictated by the slowest soldier. By
not identifying the constraint, management frequently will enact policies which add to
establishing groups or departments, and compensation systems based on their individual
production. The system will become more imbalanced, leading to poor quality and increases in
working capital. What is likely to happen, is that management will push the “fastest soldiers” to
continue to produce. Therefore, each unit will produce to its capability and not to the constraint
capacity of the system.
Assume you manage a nonbottlenecked area and rewards are based on production. What would
you do? Produce. This would result in growing inventory (work-in-process). However, it would
not occur in your area but farther down the system (“not your concern”). Even if sales falloff,
you will produce.
TOC addresses several areas of waste identified by Lean:
•

Overproduction.
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•

Waiting time.

•

Motion.

•

Underutilized people.

While we will discuss Lean further in chapter 6, let us make a few observations via TOC. First,
goals cannot be established based on unrealistic assumptions. For maximum efficiency, we want
to remove variations and operate at steady state. For decades, production facilities have
addressed this situation by tying groups together. Mass production uses physical hardware, such
as conveyor belts. Lean employs logistical ties.
In order to protect the output of the overall facility, buffers are established. Inventories are
strategically located in front of the constraint point. Therefore, it will continue to operate at all
times, maximizing the system’s production. In addition, the constraint capacity (slowest soldier)
is linked to earlier operations. The combination will result in steady state operations and
maximizing production, with minimal inventory.
As discussed above, TOC focuses on total throughput. The following measurements are often
used to capture this concept in a production environment.
Productivity =

Throughput
Operating Expense

Turnover =

Throughput
Inventory

However, TOC can be equally powerful in nonmanufacturing scenarios. Take a few minutes to
think about the various financial processes in your organization. Could a clearer focus on
throughput (TOC) be helpful in improving your current systems for financial closings,
processing accounts receivables or payables, budgeting, reporting, and so on? Consider the
following:
•

Maximizing a system by areas or groups can reduce efficiency

•

Steady state = balance between fast soldiers and the slowest soldier

•

To maximize the total system:


Identify constraints



Set realistic goals



Link units (physical, logistics, rewards)

•

Focus on system throughput

•

Process management requires identifying bottlenecks

•

Throughput requires continuous improvement in terms of productivity and turnover
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The interested reader should read works by Goldratt. This author recommends you start with
THE GOAL and THE RACE.

Chapter Summary
Think about your experiences. Would any of the tools listed below have assisted you in problem
solving in the past? How about now?
•

Benchmarking—Targeting world-class.

•

Target Costing—Evaluating value streams and fighting inertia.

•

Mapping—Uncovering hidden inefficiencies.

•

Networking—Project planning and implementation.

•

Pareto Analysis—Focusing attention on a few, key activities (Law of Vital Few).

•

Cause and Effect or Fishbone Analysis—Disciplined framework for problem analysis,
while encouraging group participation.

•

Theory of Constraints—Provides the framework to maximize the performance of an
entire system.
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Chapter 4
Analytical Models—Decision Aids
Introduction
This chapter provides the necessary techniques to use higher-level statistical models for
forecasting, optimization, and problem solving. Examples of forecasting include sales, costs, and
balance sheet accounts. In addition, the use of higher-level statistical tools is introduced to
address a number of typical situations organizations often face.
These tools assist us in identifying relationships which can be used to improve decision making.
Remain an active detective. Spend time on Exercise 4-1 before going further. If you are part of a
group forecasting effort, consider sharing this exercise with your team.
•

The purpose of this chapter is to

•

Examine the use of models for forecasting and problem solving.

•

Review the process for identifying relationships and building statistical models.

•

Demonstrate the use of regression analysis.

•

Summarize the uses of linear optimization and inventory models.

•

Explore an approach for estimating the “most likely outcome” for situations where a
single answer cannot be calculated (Simulation—Monte Carlo Analysis).

Model Building
Model building is key to a scientific approach. Building a model helps us understand the
relationship among a variety of activities or elements which influence an outcome or event. It is
the technique we use to gain insights into reality.
The word “model” can have several different meanings. In this document, it will always relate to
a mathematical, or generally analytical, representation of reality. The models we will use are
simple. They are intended to provide examples you can readily develop and use in your
organization. The key to using any model successfully is to be able to identify the relationships
which exist among variables.
Our examples attempt to focus on direct relationships between activities. This will help the
novice use the tools more quickly, on a wide range of issues. Also, by keeping the model
straightforward and building upon what you already know, from your prior training, the
techniques will be easier to explain to people with less analytical exposure than yourself. People
will not use tools they do not trust, and trust comes from understanding. Armed with the data
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management techniques discussed in chapters 1 and 2, as well as the improvement tools in
chapter 3, you are now ready to move into model building.
First, clearly identify the elements of the problem or the existing relationships among the
variables you are using to forecast an outcome. Your initial attempt may prove to be wrong, but
it will enable you to begin to develop an approach to help discover actual interactions among the
data. Detectives can be wrong in their initial conclusions. It is the discipline process they follow
and their willingness to change, based on the evidence and their interpretation of it, that
ultimately can lead them to the correct conclusion. As discussed in chapter 1, there is both an Art
and Science portion to arriving at the correct answer. The goal of model building is to duplicate
real world (discussed below) and a successful build will incorporate the following:
•

A clear statement of goals

•

Empirical data collection

•

Isolation of relationships found within data collection

•

Initial simple model build to be expanded upon

Duplicating the Real World
Establishing a model that reflects reality is vital for problem solving. An incorrect model or
system will assure that we are consistently wrong. Just think of a stopped clock – it is correct
twice a day. However, one that is fast or slow is always wrong.
Prepare a concise statement of your goal. For example, forecasting the next three years sales, a
cost component, inventory levels, receivables, and so on. Be specific, including time horizons.
Any model should be sufficiently detailed to capture the basis of the interrelationships among the
data, but general enough to be readily used and provide solutions.
Do some testing. Start with obvious or seemingly obvious relations. For example, as sales
increase or decrease we would expect both inventories and receivables to change in the same
direction.
Exercise 4-1 can be helpful by stretching your mind before developing actual models. It
demonstrates the type of questions you should ask early in the process. Take some time, either
alone or with others, to try it.
Exercise 4-1
You are a senior manager of a major automobile manufacturing company. The president has
requested that you prepare a one year sales forecast. Assume it is now November 1st, so you have
ten months of actual data.
For simplicity, make the following assumptions:
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•

You produce only one car model.

•

Market share will remain constant.
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What variables would you be interested in prior to building a forecasting model? Make a list
before to going further. Compare your answers with the suggestions below.
Potential variables could include
•

Sales for the prior year and the last ten months.

•

Estimates of DPI (Disposal Personnel Income).

•

Forecast interest rates.

•

Anticipated unemployment rate.

•

Gas prices and changes in efficiency over the past several years.

•

Number of people entering and exiting the driving population.

•

Age of the existing fleet of cars.

We normally start forecasts from the current base, and confirm that nothing unique has happened
during the base period to impact the future. For instance, massive price discounts to encourage
immediate sales. This will obviously reduce next year’s demand. We also should determine if
our target market is increasing or decreasing, and at what rate.
Economic indicators provide a view of the population’s ability to make a major purchase. The
last item addresses the customers’ potential return on investments. In reality, the most important
variable tends to be the age of the existing fleet consumers are driving. If too old, inefficiencies
and repairs tend to drive us to purchase replacements as long as we believe (other variables) we
will be able to pay for them.
I know you will be able to identify several additional variables. Many of these impact, to a
greater or lesser degree, automobile purchases. For our purposes, do not worry about weighting
the factors. That is for another level of discussion. Play with this exercise as a start to finding
relationships.
Through most of the 1990s, automakers sold about 15 million units (cars and light trucks)
annually. In 2000, sales peaked at 17.4 million units, and remained at that level for 5 years.
Industry executives openly predicted continued growth. In 2003, Toyota’s head of North
America sales forecasted the industry would soon sell 20 million units per year.
In 2006, sales started falling and are now expected to be at 1990’s level (15 million units) for at
least several years. This reduction is despite a growing population and higher gas prices.
What happened? Review your list of previous variables, as well as identifying additional ones. If
you were constructing a model, what variables explain this significant change in forecasts? After
working on the above, refer to the Solutions section for a few ideas.
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Forecassting Equa
ations
Frequenttly, we classiify costs as fixed
f
or variable based oon what theyy most act likke. For exam
mple,
departmeent labor may
y be consideered variablee. However, what about environmenntal and safetty
personneel, security, and
a so on? In
n reality, mo
ost costs are not totally fi
fixed or variaable, but som
me
mixture. The same caan be said ab
bout Balancee Sheet item
ms. In some reecent publiccations fixed is
referred to
t as non- orr quasi-spontaneous, and
d variable ass spontaneouus. Do not leet the names
confuse you.
y
To start, select items you believee will vary with
w activity. These can innclude receiivables,
inventoriies, payabless, and so on. Figure 4-1 present
p
a hyppothetical caase with twoo graphs. Thee
first plotss receivabless vs. sales, th
he second in
nventory vs. sales. A straaight line cann be construccted
by conneecting two po
oints. The ex
xample begin
ns from that perspectivee.
Figure 4-1:
4 Examplle Inventory
y and Receiv
vables Grap
phs
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We would expect receivables to move directly with sales. Therefore, the line starting at the zero
point is not a surprise. In this example, $50,000 of sales results in $10,000 of receivables, and
$200,000 of sales in $40,000 of receivables. Therefore, receivables are 20 percent of sales. If
nothing changes, we can anticipate that as sales change so will receivables in the same ratio.
In the next graph, the two points used to construct the relationship between inventories and sales
are: sales = $100,000 and inventories = $10,000; sales = $200,000 and inventories = $15,000.
Note: the forecasting line crosses the axis at $5,000. Therefore, $5,000 of inventories is fixed.
These could be stocks for sale to customers or repair parts. In this case, the points on the
forecasting line can be calculated by starting at the fixed inventory level ($5,000) and adding the
rate of change (slope) times a sales estimate to this point. The example below calculates the
inventory levels anticipated for sales of $50,000 and $250,000.
Change inventory
Change sales

=

5,000
100,000

= .05

Inventory = $5,000 + .05(50,000) = $7,500
$5,000 + .05(250,000) = $17,500
As you construct even these simple relationships consider two possibilities. First, if inventory
values have significantly changed recently (up or down) you might also want to graph units of
inventory, not just dollar amounts. Especially, if more price changes are expected. Also, be
aware that often a lead-lag relationship can exist between sales and inventories. Inventories may
be increased only after sales gains are obvious and be maintained at high levels, even after sales
have started to slow. You should test for this when defining the relationship.
Identifying relationships between variables and using them to forecast the future is the basis for
most statistical forecasts. Although the above examples use Balance Sheet items, the same
process can be expanded to cost items and forecasting sales (chapter 5). Exercise 4-1
demonstrates how we can look for these relationships, prior to testing them statistically.

Scatter Diagram
Often, the relationships demonstrated in the above examples (and shown in figure 4-1) are not as
obvious in the real world. When looking for relationships go back to one of the first techniques
discussed and graph the variables.
The result of plotting two variables (independent and dependent) is called a scatter diagram.
Figure 4-2 provides several different scatter diagram examples. From a scatter diagram it is
frequently possible to visualize a smooth curve which approximates the data points. This curve is
therefore called an approximating curve. The approximating curve represents the average
relationship between the variables. It is often possible and sufficient, to draw a line visually
through a scatter diagram. The curve attempts to minimize the distance between the points on the
curve and the actual plotted data points. Therefore, it can act as an estimating curve for the
dependent variable, given values for the independent variable.
A scatter diagram can quickly show if a relationship exists between the two variables and, if so,
if it is described by a straight line or another curve. Our examples, except in chapter 5, will all
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n fact, for thee majority off estimates yyou will norm
mally perform
m, a straightt line
use a straaight line. In
will be ap
ppropriate.

Regresssion Analy
ysis
Regressio
on analysis is
i the next lo
ogical step fo
or measuringg the relationnship betweeen variables. It
performss two functio
ons. First, it provides
p
an equation whhich describees or measurres the
relationsh
hip between the two variables.
In additio
on, it provides a statisticcally based measurement
m
t of how clossely the two variables arre
associateed. Thereforee, if a strong
g relationship
p exists and yyou can estim
mate, or knoow, the valuee of
the indep
pendent variaable, the regression can provide
p
valiid estimates of the depenndent variablle.

Figure 4-2:
4 Sample Scatter Dia
agrams

It should
d be noted thaat, regression
n analysis do
oes not, nor does any othher mathemaatical processs,
determin
ne the indepeendent variab
ble from the dependent vvariable. Theere is no proocedure to
determin
ne causality, only the deg
gree of relationship betw
ween the two variables.
Based on
n a history off the relation
nship betweeen the variabbles, regressiion analysis mathematically
constructts a line that “fits” throug
gh the points of a scatterr diagram. T
The line is fittted by a metthod
known ass “least squaares.” That iss, the sum off the verticall deviations around the line equal zeero.
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This custtomary descrription is useed when the x-axis plotss the indepenndent variablle and y, thee
dependen
nt.
For now,, let us focuss on a simplee regression (two variables) that fits a straight line. A straight
line can be
b drawn usiing the following equatio
on.
y = a + bx
The a varriable repressents the inteercept of the regression line with the y axis of thhe graph, andd the
b variablle the slope of
o the line. y is the depen
ndent variabble and x the independennt. Thereforee, if
we were trying to forrecast inventtories or receeivables, x ccould be salees. Figure 4-33 is an exam
mple
graph of this type of simple regreession.

Figure 4-3:
4 Simple Regression
R
Graph

Because we are using
g regression analysis to draw
d
a line tthrough a nuumber of datta points on tthe
scatter diiagram, we expect
e
that some of the actual
a
pointss will not be directly on tthe regressioon
line. Therefore, we need
n
to begin
n to determin
ne if the regrression line iis a good fit to the data. The
size of th
he deviationss from the lin
ne determinees the degreee of fit.
The stand
dard error off estimate is used to meaasure the fit. If the deviat
ations aroundd the line aree
distributeed normally,, 68 percent of the data points
p
will bee within the distance of one standardd
deviation
n (above or below)
b
from the line. Ob
bviously, thee smaller the standard deviation, the
better thee fit and the more useful the line. Wee will develoop this furtheer, in later chhapters, wheen
addressin
ng variances and setting targets.
Key meaasurements of
o the relation
nship between the variabbles are the ccoefficient oof correlationn r
and the coefficient
c
off determination (R-squarred). The coefficient of ccorrelation ccan vary betw
ween
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-1 to +1. The signs arre used to in
ndicate a positive or negaative linear ccorrelation bbetween the
variabless. Figure 4-4 shows the difference
d
in
n r values whhen r = 1 andd r = 0.60. N
Note: r assum
mes a
linear rellationship. Therefore,
T
a nonsignifican
n
nt r value dooes not meann that no relationship exxists,
only that a linear relaationship doees not exist.
R-squareed measures the ratio of explained
e
vaariation to tootal variationn. That is, it measures the
amount of
o variation in
i y (depend
dent variable) explained bby variationns in x (indeppendent
variable). This ratio is
i always positive. For example, if thhe value is 00.85 it wouldd indicate thaat 85
percent of
o the variations in y are explained by
y the variati ons in x. A rratio of 1.0 w
would indicaate
that chan
nges in y are 100 percentt explained by
b changes inn x.
Figure 4-4:
4 Plotting
g the Differeence of r Wh
hen r = 1 an
nd r = 0.60

The inforrmation can be extremelly helpful no
ot only in meeasuring “fit,,” but as we try to constrruct
relationsh
hips between
n activities (such
(
sales, labor
l
cost, trransportationn, receivablees, and so onn), Rsquared is
i probably the
t most kno
own or referrred to measuurement in reegression annalysis.
We will demonstrate
d
day-to-day uses of regression analyysis in chapteer 5. These w
will include
budgeting, measuring
g changes in
n cost behaviior or structuure, variancee analysis, reeporting, andd
sales foreecasting.

Linear Optimization
Linear op
ptimization models,
m
also
o known as liinear prograamming, recoognize the innterrelationshhips
among deecisions with
hin an organ
nization. It iss designed too maximize tthe outcomee of a situatioon
based on a limited am
mount of resources, whicch can be us ed to producce various gooods or services.
The resou
urces can bee labor, partss, cash, or an
ny asset requuired to prodduce, sell, and distribute an
organizattion’s produ
ucts. It assum
mes that the relationship
r
aamong the vvarious resouurces is lineaar
and a succcessful optimization will
1. maximize
m
currrent operations;
2. id
dentify areass for expansiion; and
3. in
ndicate fund allocation strategies.
In order to
t use linearr modeling th
here must bee four condittions to the pproblem:
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•

Linear relationship.

•

Limited resources.

•

Single objective (max. profits, and so on).

•

Homogenous products – each product of a similar type is the same (not unique).

Because I live in Florida, let us try a simple example using citrus juice. Assume we have a citrus
grove which provides oranges and grapefruits. We can pick 480 oranges per day and 240
grapefruits. It takes 10 oranges to make one quart of orange juice and 6 grapefruits to produce
one quart of grapefruit juice. We sell orange juice (OJ) for $2.50 per quart and grapefruit juice
(GFJ) for $2.00 per quart. If that reflected the total situation, we would simply produce at the
maximum.
Now, let us complicate life, we can only sell 40 quarts of OJ per day and 25 quarts of GFJ. There
is a third product – blended juice comprised of 5 oranges and 3 grapefruits per quart. This
product is sold at $1.50 per quart, and the market will absorb all the production we can make. If
you do not pick the citrus daily, it is lost. Also, the actual fruit has no sales value. Therefore, lost
fruit (waste) carries a cost equal to the juice it would have made plus disposal. See the following.
Max. Highest Priced Products

Produce

40 quarts OJ × 10 = 400 oranges
25 quarts GF × 6 = 150 grapefruits
240 grapefruits
480 oranges
‒400
‒150
90 remain
80 remain

Blended product = 16 quarts and 42 wasted GF
Max. Profits

Produce

33 quarts OJ × 10 = 330 oranges
25 quarts GF × 6 = 150 grapefruits
480 oranges
240 grapefruits
‒330
‒150
150 remain
90 remain

Blended product = 30 quarts
After working on this example awhile, you will conclude that it is better to underproduce OJ (33
quarts versus the market demand). Therefore, maximizing profits does not mean maximizing
production of your highest valued product. What happens to this example if prices or demand
shift dramatically? You would need a model to again recalculate production.
You can begin to see how production problems of various types can be addressed by linear
optimization. Just think of situations that require the same raw materials, including people. These
problems lend themselves to this tool.
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As you might assume, this technique has been widely used in solving operations type problems.
However, it can also be applicable to financial problems. It can be applied to any situation which
meets the four above criteria. For example, when building a new plant capable of producing a
variety of products, linear modeling can indicate the “best mix” of production capabilities for the
entire facility. How about allocating funds in the budgeting process? The funds can be used for a
variety of things, but are limited in total. The objective of this process is normally maximizing
profits. Therefore, a linear relationship and modeling may be possible.
Obviously, these models can become quite extensive. Therefore, once the need is identified,
computers and software are the normal means to employ the technique. In this way, you need
only identify the relationships and constraints (really the key issues); the software will perform
the analysis. If you build a model to address a situation, keep it and update it from time-to-time.
Demand, raw materials and other input or output relationships can change, sometimes very
quickly, thus requiring you to relook at your earlier decisions.

Inventory—Economic Order Quantity
Like with any other part of working capital, inventories are normally maintained at the lowest
possible levels. Of course, there are strategic reasons to increase them at times. In general,
working capital does not generate income. It is there only to support sales. Therefore,
management’s goal is to minimize cash, inventory, receivables, and so on. Accounts payable is
an obvious exception since it is free money to your organization.
Inventory is a direct link between production and sales. Even if a firm has no sales (start-up) it
will have inventory-finished goods, WIP, raw materials, supplies, maintenance parts, and so on.
However, the more inventory kept, the higher the investment and the lower the profits, and
consequently return on investment. In addition, excess inventory can become obsolete, be
damaged, or stolen.
The typical carrying cost of inventory may include storage, handling, insurance, security, rent,
cost of capital, and opportunity costs. Also, in the real world, there can be a stockout cost. That
is, the cost of not filling an order. Stockout can occur even for repair parts, since, if they are not
available when needed, production is stopped, causing a stockout for customers. There is no
single value or cost of a shortage. In fact, it can be different for the same company depending on
different times. Running out of a “hot fashion” item can have a significant cost for a retailer
during the Christmas Season. A few days wait for the same good at another time of the year may
have no cost (customer waits or buys something else).
In addition to the normal holding or carrying costs, there can be an order cost. Due to
transportation, production costs by your supplier, or paperwork required, an optimal order size
can exist. By reducing the number of orders, economies may be possible. The total cost of
inventory can be expressed as shown below.
Total Cost = Purchase Cost + Ordering Cost + Holding Cost + Stockout Cost

Simple Models
Inventory models start with the so-called two-bin approach, and progress to sophisticated models
that incorporate numerous variables. Simulation can be used in complicated situations to
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estimate demand, pro
oduction or delivery
d
timees, and so onn. The two-bbin method aassumes youu hold
ntory. They are
a sized so tthat when thhe first bin iss emptied you
two equaal bins or areeas for inven
order rep
placements. The
T shipmen
nt is expected to be receiived prior too the second bin being
emptied.
d level conceeptual tool iss generally referred to ass a sawtooth model (figuure 4-5). Like the
A second
two-bin concept,
c
it asssumes that the lead time to fill an oorder is know
wn, and is a cconstant. Ass
shown beelow, Q reprresents the op
ptimum ordeer amount, R the order ppoint and L tthe necessaryy
lead timee. This modeel can be modified to incclude a layerr of safety stoock, either oon a permaneent or
temporarry (seasonal)) basis. This is frequently
y included iff stockout coosts are highh. Q is
determin
ned by the following variiables.
Q = Average dem
mand for perriod + Safety
y stock – Cuurrent inventtory (on handd or orderedd)
Figure 4-5:
4 Sample Sawtooth Model
M
Grap
ph

Figure 4--6 demonstraates the relattionships am
mong the variious costs off holding invventory. Q iss the
optimal order
o
size, ass it reflects the
t lowest ov
verall cost.
Look at your
y
businesss model. Caan you reducce inventoriees of any kind? Are stockkouts a
significan
nt concern? If it is a serv
vice organizaation, how ddo you deal w
with stockouuts? Airlines face
this daily
y. They cann
not add a few
w extra seats just when nneeded. Theyy also know an unhappy
customerr will go to a competitor. Therefore, they “buy” vvolunteers w
with free fligghts, and so oon.
This has a high valuee to the custo
omer, but no
ot necessarilyy to the airlinne. The com
mpany needs the
extra seat now, and flying
f
a futurre passengerr on a scheduuled flight m
may have verry little extraa
cost. This is a stocko
out issue.
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4 Holding
g Inventory Cost Comp
parison
Figure 4-6:

Review your
y
overall inventories, by type, and
d build a sim
mple model tto periodicallly assure thaat
you are not
n wasting money
m
on th
his “asset.”

Simulation—Monte Carlo Analysis
Managerrial decisionss can concerrn problems that
t are too ccomplex or large to be ssolved by a
simple model.
m
Actuaal experimenttation may be
b the only m
means to gainn sufficient insight in thhese
situationss. However, that is likely
y to be costly
y, time-conssuming, or juust not feasibble. Simulation
is used to
o address theese situations.
To obtain
n statistical accuracy
a
forr reliable deccision makinng, a significcant number of simulatioon
runs are often
o
needed
d. This woulld be impossible, in a reaasonable perriod of time, if not for
computerrs. Auto mak
kers use test dummies to
o estimate hoow people w
would fare in an accident.
This is a type of simu
ulation.
Not too many
m
years ago,
a simulatiion was only
y possible onn expensive mainframes. Today,
software can be purchased for yo
our laptop. Probably,
P
thee two leadingg general sim
mulation
packagess are
•

Crystal
C
Ball – Decisioneeering

•

@ Risk – Palisades Corpo
oration

I have ussed Crystal Ball
B numerou
us times, butt never Risk (but I have reviewed itss output).
Howeverr, I am told, by
b good sou
urces, it is ab
bout the samee level of diffficulty to usse. It shouldd be
noted, that the authorr has no econ
nomic intereest in either. Assume theey are only soomewhat moore
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difficult to use than the most popular tax preparation software (not too difficult). Both function in
an Excel environment, so you can use your existing knowledge base.
These packages require the user to provide a probability distribution for unknown values.
Therefore, instead of running an analysis using a single value, the software will randomly select
from the distribution as it runs multiple passes. The user then needs to determine the outcome he
or she wants to calculate. For example, sales, profits, capital expenditures, cash flow, and so on.
Once the input distribution and target or output has been selected, hit simulate and let the
software play – go have coffee!
As previously discussed, the important task is to provide the model with all valid inputs, thus
reproducing the real world situation. Basically, the software tests all potential combinations of
values, for the inputted variables, to arrive at all potential outcomes.
In concept, simulation is a game which attempts to mirror actual conditions. Unfortunately, we
are not able to measure these conditions sufficiently to allow us to calculate a single answer.
Therefore, we “simulate” the real world. The situation is played thousands of times by allowing
the software to randomly select sets of values from the probability distributions we provide, thus
the term “Monte Carlo simulation.” This results in a table of outcomes each with its probability
of occurring based on the actual results from the trials.
In concept, the software is testing all valid combinations of the values of the input variables to
simulate all possible outcomes. Think of it as running thousands of what-if analyses with your
spreadsheet.
There are many uses for simulation. A short list would include
•

Financial forecasting.

•

Scheduling – production, communication systems, services, distributions, and so on.

•

Enterprise models.

•

Product testing.

•

Facility location and layout.

•

Inventory.

•

Training.

•

Natural resource exploration and development.

•

Weather forecasting.

The resulting printout provides a table of outcomes, each with its probability of occurring based
upon the results from the multiple trials or runs. It also offers graphic options to help visualize
the analysis and results.
The next time your supervisor asks you for a “Best,” “Worst,” and “Most Likely” scenario, think
about using simulation. Typically, when faced with such a request, several people discuss the
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important variables to arrive at the answers, agree upon the two extremes and pick (average) a
mid-point as the “Most Likely.” Reflect on this process and go back to the earlier discussion
concerning averages. What do you realistically think are the odds of this approach being correct?
Simulation provides a disciplined, analytical approach. Be prepared. Like most tools (physical or
mental), do not wait to be asked a question to try the tool. Get it early and play with it. You will
be surprised at its potential uses.
Simulation has several advantages, but it is not a system that provides the “right answer.” The
output cannot be proven. As noted above, the answers are based on the results of many runs of a
model, which attempts to mirror the real world. It does not provide the single best answer. If that
were possible to calculate, you would not use simulation.
However, some of the primary advantages of using simulation include the following:
•

Building the model will provide insight into the situation.

•

Time can be compressed – years of experience can be gained in minutes.

•

Simulation can be adapted to numerous situations which would have been extremely
difficult, if at all possible, to otherwise model.

•

You can use it to gain experience and insights into an existing operation, without
interrupting the actual process. Therefore, changes can be tested.

Chapter Summary
This chapter brings together the techniques required to construct analytical models. Always
begin with a simple model (approach) and escalate it, if and as required. This will help you to
ultimately select the correct tool for the task.
The following list may help to provide discipline to your problem solving efforts:
•

Forecasting equations – basic relationships.

•

Scatter diagrams – visual aid.

•

Regression analysis – forecasting or dividing data into its components.

•

Linear optimization – maximization.

•

Economic order quantity – inventory.

•

Simulation – Monte Carlo – game theory.
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Chapter 5
Forecasting and Budgeting
Introduction
The chapter identifies specific areas where analytical techniques can assist in budgeting. In
addition, it provides a series of steps to systematically introduce these techniques into an existing
process. Prior to preparing a forecast, it is essential that the relationships between internal and
external variables and results are understood. Analytical tools can help, as well as reducing the
amount of iterations and paperwork which can accompany building a budget.
As organizations become larger and more complex, trends can be hidden in the aggregate data,
thus resulting in decisions being made using the wrong assumptions. While goals may be clear
and well communicated, a poor measuring process can lead management to make decisions that
are not consistent with the organization’s goals. This is demonstrated in the latter part of this
chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to
•

Examine the typical budgeting process and its goals.

•

Discuss techniques to increase the accuracy of your forecasting efforts.

•

Provide a series of steps to improve the budgeting process through the use of analytical
tools.

•

Demonstrate, by example, the development and use of a cost forecasting model.

Goals
Generally, accounting can be viewed as a process for writing the economic history of an
organization. Unlike a novel, this history is written primarily in numbers and quantitative terms.
It is made up of a series of documents including periodic reports, plans, budgets, forecasts, and
data files. These data or information sources share one primary purpose, i.e., to provide a
disciplined process, resulting in timely and appropriate information for making decisions
regarding the organization.
All too often, the budgeting process still closely resembles the steps followed for decades. A
massive data collection and updating effort, followed by numerous iterations, and finally
concluding in a document which is viewed, by many, as belonging to the “Finance Department.”
While even this procedure does introduce disciple, it can fall far-short of providing actionable
information.
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By incorporating analytical tools or techniques into budgeting, selecting, and measuring critical
factors, the process can be expanded to provide a series of strategic benefits. These include
•

Gathering inputs throughout the organization.

•

Testing alternatives.

•

Identifying opportunities and threats.

•

Allocating resources.

•

Assuring the outcome is consistent internally and with the external environment.

•

Maximizing results.

Typical Budgeting Process
The typical budgeting process is shown in figure 5-1 on the following page. It begins with the
organization’s objectives, goals, and strategies. This provides the direction for the process. Since
sales drive capacity and production, both short and long-term, it’s the first variable to be forecast.
Costs are then projected based on history and the outlook for changes to significant inputs. At
this stage, a series of iterations are begun to refine the initial “first-cut” budget. This is
considered a “Top-Down” approach.
An alternative process, “Bottom-Up,” begins with each group constructing an expense budget,
which is then compiled into an organizational expense budget. In this case, as in the Top-Down
approach, a series of iterations are used to refine the initial outcome. The hope, in both cases, is
that the iterations will update relationships and uncover slack or cushion which was built into,
either intentionally or unintentionally, the budget or forecast.
All those who have experienced these events know that it can consume months of time. Even
with the assistance of existing software packages, you run the risk of creating excessive amounts
of paperwork. Nothing kills innovation or slows down a process like mountains of paperwork.
Also, there is no assurance that the final product will be accurate, or even a solid benchmark for
comparisons

Introducing Models
Let us examine the budgeting process to determine where the use of regression techniques can
provide value. Initially, we will focus on Balance Sheet Accounts and expenses. It is not
expected that your organization will immediately change its budgeting process. However,
introducing a few simple techniques can significantly streamline the process and increase its
accuracy. Give yourself and others an opportunity to see the value these techniques can add.

Balance Sheets Accounts and Costs
Develop a series of two-point lines (use the same months) showing the relationship between
sales and selected Balance Sheet Accounts, during the past several years. An example can be
found in figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-1: Financial Budgeting Process Flow
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Figure 5-2: Sample Sales Versus Inventory Trend Graph
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By plotting these separate lines on a graph you may expose trends. The example found in figure
5-2 can raise several questions. For example, is the fixed level of inventory too high? How does
the relationship in the current “first-pass” budget compare to these trends? When sales declined
in Year 3 did inventories stay too high? Shouldn’t the organization be looking to lower (all
things being equal) inventory?
Continuing with inventory, break it down into its parts – finished products, raw materials, repair
parts, and so on. Look for trends in each area. Totals may hide trends in segments. For example,
if repair parts are increasing it may be a sign of: poor purchasing practice, increasing
breakdowns, aging equipment, too many types of equipment or having too many facilities. It is
probably worth looking into. Check maintenance costs; trends there could help to identify which
of the above are the problem(s).
Receivables and payables are easy and worth graphing. They may give you insights into the
effectiveness of your credit and payment policies. Construct several of these simple graphs; then
compare preliminary budget data with recent trends. This will shorten the iteration process and
validate relationships incorporated into the budget. Make sure you prepare a few charts for
expenses. Break the costs down into small units; such as labor in an area or department. Find the
variable that drives costs. Often, it is production, units sold, or customers serviced.
For relationships that either appear to need further analysis or are important in the organization,
prepare select scatter diagrams, including drawing an approximating curve. Here too, construct
separate curves for each year. Remember, we are looking for trends and changes. Have the
curves shifted? If so, why? What do the current trends mean for your costs and investments
(working capital)?
Armed with the information gained from the above activities, determine which areas could
benefit from constructing a regression model. At first, do not overdo. If this is new to you or
your organization continue to be selective to gain knowledge and support.
Focus on the R-squared and standard error of estimate. If you are satisfied with the fit, look for
data points outside the error of estimate. By selecting these “outliers,” you may be able not only
to gain insights, but also to reduce the number of variances analyzed. Remember, in a “good fit”
you expect actual data to vary from the regression line. An example of this type of error estimate
analysis is presented as figure 5-3.

Sales Forecasting
As discussed in a previous section, traditionally management has used two approaches for
budgeting and forecasting sales (Top-Down and Bottom-Up). In the first case, management
establishes sales goals which are consistent with the overall company’s goals. A reward system
is frequently used to “drive” performance. This approach contains several potential problems.
First, the people responsible for achieving the sales had, at best, a small role in setting the
targets. In addition, the goals can be overly influenced by optimism, overconfidence or a
tendency to follow the herd. Rewards can also drive performance in an unintended direction.
Even well-run organizations can fall prey to poor reward systems.
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Figure 5-3:
5 Sample Error Estim
mate Analyssis

Dell mov
ved its toll-frree service and
a tech supp
port to Indiaa in 2001. In 2004, it retuurned custom
mer
support for
f business clients to thee U.S. Dell has
h since addded 2,000 peeople to its U
U.S. call-cennters,
increased
d training forr 5,000 otherr reps., and spent
s
$100 m
million to im
mprove custoomer supportt
service. The
T stated go
oals of the original
o
chan
nges were to save costs aand improve customer
service. The
T first targ
get was acco
omplished, bu
ut at a signifficant cost too the secondd. Obviously, this
had a neg
gative effect on sales.
Recently
y, Dell’s man
nagement has openly discussed the reesulting probblems.1 Traiining has beeen
improved
d, focusing on
o customerss’ needs and
d increasing tthe responsibbility of highher-end techhs.
Measurem
ments were changed. A key measuree of efficienccy had been “handle tim
me” per call. A
representtative could decrease hiss handle timee, by transfe rring a call tto another reepresentativee. At
Dell’s wo
orst, more th
han 7,000 off the 400,000
0 customers ccalling eachh week sufferred transferss
more than seven timees. The overall transfer rate
r hit 45 peercent of totaal calls.
The Bottom-Up apprroach is prim
marily based on customerr contacts. C
Customers’ eexpectations are
collected
d over a perio
od of time an
nd used as a basis for thee organizatioon’s forecastt. Not only ddoes
this intro
oduce the pottential influeence of traitss such as opttimism, but tthe risk that the objectivves of
some of your
y
custom
mers may nott be the samee as yours. Itt is usually inn a customerr’s best interrest
to have more
m
productts or raw maaterials available. This prrovides scheeduling flexiibility, as weell as
overall lo
ower cost. Th
his can be paarticularly im
mportant if iit takes time for supplierrs to ramp-upp
productio
on. Customeers’ sales forecasts are su
ubject to an ooptimistic biias.
The potential problem
ms associateed with both of these tradditional apprroaches neceessitate analyytical
assistance in forecastting sales. I know
k
that fo
or many finaancial professionals, gettting involvedd
with salees projections or planning
g can be unccomfortable.. However, llet us begin tto address w
what
analyticaal techniquess can do. Go back to chap
pter 4—Exeercise 4-1. Inn that case, thhe group
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attempted to identify the variables that could impact next year’s auto sales. If changes in costs
and Balance Sheet Accounts can be modeled, why not sales?
Approach sales data the same as any other data. Go to chapter 2 regarding the use of graphing,
moving averages, exponential smoothing and time series analysis, as well as the techniques
discussed earlier in this chapter. After gaining insights into the data, you will be better able to
construct higher level models to support the organization’s forecasting efforts.
Determine what variable(s) are used, in your organization, to forecast sales. Use the same tools
previously outlined, do you see a strong relationship? Might other factors be important? While
you should start with a simple regression model, it is likely to expand into a more complex
(multiple regression model). While costs and other factors may also require multiple variables,
sales frequently do.
Begin this process in a similar fashion to the simple model. Look for variables that explain sales
and test them. There is one significant difference. As you add variables, make sure that they are
not related (correlated) to each other, for example, Disposal Personal Income and Gross
Domestic Product. By adding related variables you will get a false R-squared (too high). This
potential problem is called multicollinearity. If you have questions about the correlation between
variables test them against each other. If a high correlation coefficient results, toss the least
related variable. Continue with this process of elimination.
By using this type of systematic approach you may add discipline to sales forecasts, which often
drives the entire budgeting process. It is also a means to expand the use of scientific methods
throughout the organization.
Let us quickly review an actual scenario, which I have simplified. A friend of mine owns a
company that sells floor and wall coverings. It includes a retail outlet and a production facility,
as well as available outsourced production capacity. The latter is used for extra capacity, and for
products his plant cannot make.
Each year, he forecasts sales for the next 12 and 24 months. Over the past several years, he
believes sales have been closely related to new housing construction in the region. Forecasting a
slowdown in new construction for the upcoming year, he reduced production and elected the
lower-end of his external production contract. Although the slowdown occurred, his volume has
not fallen to the same extent. Now he fears his sales will be constrained by capacity, or at least
his costs will increase as he ramps-up. What might be the cause? Pause here and do not go
further until you have thought about the situation.
First, my friend did several things well. He understood a driving force in demand (construction).
Also, new home builders were much more optimistic about the outlook for new construction. He
was right not to be overly influenced by their optimism. However, he didn’t look deep enough.
In reality, he has two markets—new construction and upgrades. The second is comprised of
weekend warriors, contractors doing alterations and investors with rental properties. As people
stay in their homes longer, demand in these areas increases. In fact, the longer they remain in
their current homes the greater the demand. Although new construction is the primary activity
driving sales, this second market is significant. Its importance had been hidden by a robust
housing market. A single regression of new construction and his company’s sales would have
helped to demonstrate this relationship.
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y = a + bx
Where
a = fixed demand
b = slope
x = new construction (units)
In figure 5-4, the intercept (a) estimates the fixed demand (existing homes). As noted, over time
this intercept would probably move upward to some degree.
The slope (b) indicates the average sales dollars per new construction unit.

Sales ($)

Figure 5-4: Sample Regression Analysis

b = slope

a = intercept

New Construction

By performing a regression analysis of total sales and new construction units the general
equation (y = a + bx) produces the following results:
Expected sales (y) = 202,000 + 5,230 (new units)
Fixed demand (a) = $202,000
Revenue per new construction unit (b) = $5,230
Although the above example has been simplified, it demonstrates several factors. First, it
provides the level of demand from existing homes. This is valuable for estimating total sales, and
can be helpful in planning specific product demand. In addition, since the slope (b) estimates the
average revenue from each new construction unit, it can be used to forecast total revenue, as well
as monitoring changes in market share. All other factors being constant, changes in the average
may indicate changes in market share, as potential customers select among this store and others.
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Dow Jones Index Versus Home Runs
To date, we have limited the measurement of fit to a selected group of key indicators. Let us
consider a problem given to me when I was working toward my MBA degree.
The Professor had performed a regression using the Dow Jones Index and the number of home
runs hit by the NY Mets during that summer semester. The R-squared, using weekly data, was
.85. Did that mean if you tracked one of the variables the other could be forecast, .85 is pretty
high? Were Met players or fans big stock investors? If so, which was the independent variable:
home runs or the stock market?
Later in this chapter, we will discuss other measurements that assist in identifying chance or
random events. Remember, events are sometimes random—always use judgment.

Regression Model—Example
Let us look at a slightly more complex model. This will demonstrate that even this level of
analysis is reasonably easy to use in the real world. Also, it can provide insights into a number of
areas that otherwise might stay hidden.
A trucking company (ABC) has been changing the way it handles cargo at one of its four depots.
After three years, management has decided to change the other locations to match the “test site.”
Prior to undertaking this effort, management has asked you to conduct a final review and
recommend the conversion.
The data listed below shows the number of tons transported from the test depot, by month,
during the past three years, as well as the costs management has used to come to their
conclusion. What do you notice from a brief review of the data? For this analysis assume the
price you receive (charge customers) is the same for each ton loaded or transported.
Summary of Loading Platform Operations
Year Jan.
Feb.
1 1148.0 840.0
2 1239.8 907.2
3 1314.2 961.6

Mar.
812.0
877.0
929.6

Apr.
544.0
587.5
622.8

Tons Loaded
May
June
July
561.0 595.0 620.0
605.9 642.6 669.6
642.3 681.1 709.8

Aug.
660.0
712.8
755.6

Sept.
720.0
777.6
824.2

Oct.
945.0
1020.6
1081.8

Unit Cost
$28.35 $29.02 $29.15 $33.51 $33.32 $33.02 $32.81 $32.60 $32.05 $28.89 $28.31 $27.97
28.29 29.12 29.13 33.20 32.96 32.78 32.61 32.28 32.01 28.76 28.25 27.92
28.18 29.09 29.11 33.05 32.80 32.71 32.31 32.10 31.15 28.55 28.16 27.05

1
2
3

A few things become obvious:
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Nov. Dec.
1190.0 1365.0
1285.2 1474.2
1362.3 1562.7

•

Volume has increased each year.

•

Volume is seasonal, with a slow period during April through September.

•

Unit cost has declined in each year.
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Volumes do not appear cyclical, based on the available data. However, since you know the
organization’s activities, you are aware that volumes are related to the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). Therefore, you assume that during a down-cycle, volumes will decline (cyclical). You
then calculate the average tons moved per month for each year. You notice that volumes grew 8
percent in Year 2 and 6 percent in Year 3.
Based on your observations you decide to build a model to exam the data further. The goal of the
model is to enable you to forecast future costs and to isolate changes in the composition of the
costs during the past three years.
Since the output will be unit cost, you expect that the cost curve will not be linear. Unit cost is
made-up of fixed and variable costs. Therefore, with each unit produced, the amount of fixed
cost declines, moving toward, but never reaching zero. Thus, the curve will have a somewhat
hyperbolic shape. Your software will help you select the correct curve, but “reason-it-out” prior
to getting into constructing the model.

Multiple Regression Analysis
Multiple regression is used to develop models for more complex relationships. In these
situations, the dependent variable (y) is forecast based on its relationship with more than one
independent variable (x). The equation below represents a typical linear multiple regression.
y = a + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 ... + bnxn
y = Dependent variable
a or bo = Intercept
b1 – bn = Slope associated with each independent variable
x1 – xn = Independent variables
The degree of relationship existing between three or more variables is called multiple correlation.
The basic principle involved in problems of multiple correlation is similar to those of simple
(two variables) correlation. Therefore, in the above equation, (y) varies partially because of
variations in each of the independent (x) variables.
These models are used to forecast more complex costing relationships, longer term trends, sales,
and so on. Go back to chapter 4 and review the number of potential independent variables in
Exercise 4-1. Each of those listed, as well as perhaps others, could impact the dependent variable
(car sales).
Because there is more than one independent variable, the slope (b) associated with each is called
a coefficient of partial regression. These can be interpreted as the average change in the
dependent variable associated with a unit change in the appropriate independent variable. For
example, a slope of 3.18 for an independent variable means that for each unit change in the
corresponding independent variable, there is, on average a change of 3.18 units in y (dependent
variable), if the other independent variables are held constant. Therefore, the slope provides a
clear indication of the degree of relation to the dependent variable.
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There are a few risks associated with interpreting the output from a multiple regression model.
Multicollinearity can develop resulting in an exaggerated indication of an equation’s fit. This
occurs from using independent variables that are highly correlated with each other. For example,
attempting to forecast GDP (y) using independent variables, including total electrical production,
as well as electricity produced by coal. Since coal-based production is part of the total, multicollinearity will result.
An adjusted R-squared will be provided with the regression’s output. By adding additional
independent variables to an equation, the R-squared will increase. Again, indicating an
exaggerated fit. The adjusted R-squared compensates for this occurrence.
When developing a multiple regression model continue to use judgment, and question the
variables used and the indicated results. As with the earlier models, keep it as simple as possible.
Before moving to a more complex model, attempt to address your needs with the approaches or
tools discussed in the text.
Some understanding of multiple regression analysis can prove to be helpful in certain situations.
Software systems are available to assist the interested user. Among them are REGRESSION in
SPSS and PROC REG in the SAS Software System.

Constructing the Model—Interpreting Results
In addition to forecasting costs, the analysis can provide insights into the structure of the costs
(fixed vs. variable). Unit cost can be expressed using the equation below.
Y=A+

B
X

Where
Y = Total unit cost
A = Unit variable cost
B = Total fixed cost
X = Volume
A change to any of the equation’s variables, unit variable cost (A), total fixed cost (B), or volume
(X) will affect the total unit cost. In a dynamic environment any or all of the variables may be
changing. Simultaneous changes can camouflage alterations in unit cost composition.
It should be noted, that the above cost data includes costs for all inputs. Since some equipment is
owned and others rented, adjustments were made to the normal accounting data. For example,
rental expenses have been reduced by an imputed interest expense. Thus, making rented and
owned inputs comparable (no financing costs). Financing costs will become important in our
conclusions.
The output of the regression model is shown below.
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Years
1
2
3

Unit Variable
Cost (A)
$23.23
23.45
22.97

Total Fixed
Cost (B)
$5,729.12
5,890.17
6,443.28

Avg. Monthly
Volume (X)
833.3
900.0
954.0

Avg. Monthly
Fixed Cost
$6.88
6.55
6.75

Avg. Monthly
Unit Cost
$30.11
30.00
29.72

The initial results show the declining total unit costs and increasing volume (already noted), but a
not previously seen increasing total fixed cost. In fact, when growth slowed (Year 3) to 6
percent, unit fixed cost increased. The decline in unit variable cost in Year 3, demonstrates that
variable costs are being traded for fixed costs. Now before going further, let us determine if the
model does an adequate job of duplicating reality.
Shown below are resulting measures of “fit” from the regression.
Years
1
2
3

Coef. of
Determination (R2)
0.945
0.945
0.960

Avg. Est. Error
[Unit Cost (%)]
0.88
0.79
1.24

F Ratio
76.913
76.848
108.150

P Statistic
0.000
0.000
0.000

The consistently very high R-squared value accompanied by the low estimating error offers
strong evidence that the model has captured the relationships. The R-squared indicators that are
approximately 95-96 percent of the change in costs are due to changes in volume. The small
estimating error shows the tight fit of the regression curve through the actual data, therefore
making it valuable as a forecasting and analysis tool.
The remaining statistical measurements (F and P) address potential problems which could
hamper our use of the model (chance and multicollinearity). Remember, the earlier example
using the Dow Jones Index and home runs by the NY Mets. We need to assure ourselves that the
fit, even as good as it appears, is not by chance. The F ratio or value tests if the outcome of the
model could be related to chance. The results need to be compared to tables indicating significant
(probability that the outcome is not a chance occurrence) F values. The Significant – F is
normally provided, for comparison, in the regression output. For this analysis, the F far exceeded
those needed for any level of assurance. Thus concluding, the relationships were statistically
significant and not by chance.
P provides a further check on the significance of the outcome. The smaller the P value the higher
the confidence level. The high R-squared, F ratio and zero P values (residual of 1-P = probability
of statistical significance; 1 = 100%) provides significant evidence that there is a strong
relationship between the variables that is not a result of chance.
Now that we have confidence in the analysis, what can we conclude from the model’s result?
•

Volumes are seasonal and cyclical.

•

Lower costs have resulted from volume increases and a move to increased fixed costs.

•

If debt had been used for new equipment or facilities, costs are even more fixed than
shown.
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•

At growth below 8 percent, unit fixed costs increase.

Your organization may want to reconsider the transition of all their locations. If growth slows or
flattens (Business Cycle), the organization could be in for a tough financial period.
To further support the findings, we could graph the curve resulting from the regression equation
for each year. This would demonstrate that for all volume levels experienced in year 1, it cost
more to move a ton of payload during years 2 and 3 than in year 1. The curves for years 2 and 3
intersect at a volume of 1,152.3 tons. Therefore, at greater volumes unit cost during year 3 was
lower than year 2. But, only at volumes above the intersect. Participants are encouraged to take
time and plot the curves. The equations below are provided to demonstrate the point of
intersection for years 2 and 3.

Y =A+

B
X

Year 2 = Y = $23.45 + $5,890.17/X
Year 3 = Y = $22.97 + $6,443.28/X
O = 0.48 + 1/X (-553.11)
X = 553.11/0.48 = 1,152.3
X = 1.152.3 tons, Y = $23.45 + $5.11
Y = $28.56
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Chapter 6
Improving Accounting Information and
Analysis
Introduction
This chapter continues to introduce new management and statistical tools for decision making. In
addition, it draws from earlier chapters, by demonstrating expanded uses of several statistical
techniques.
Significant time is spent discussing how to begin to modify a traditional accounting function, by
introducing concepts from Lean or Activity Based Costing (ABC). The results should provide
improved measurements, reduced paperwork, expanded participation, and an early warning
system to detect future problems. Make sure you take time to do Exercise 6-1.
This chapter will
•

Demonstrate the use of breakeven analysis.

•

Outline an approach for introducing basic concepts of Lean and ABC into the traditional
accounting function.

•

Introduce the use of a Balance Scorecard and several other techniques for goal setting and
reporting.

•

Explore the uses of Life Cycle Analysis and Z-Score to identify future failures.

Breakeven Analysis
Breakeven analysis provides a measurement of the relationships among cost, volume, and profit.
The actual breakeven point is frequently incidental in the analysis. The focus is normally placed
upon the changes in income due to decisions affecting sales and costs. Figure 6-1 provides a
graphic example of such an analysis.
Obviously, the breakeven point is where sales revenues equal all costs (fixed and variable). The
above contribution margin indicates the amount of revenue in excess of variable costs. While it
cannot be a successful long-term strategy, often when a business is faced with excess capacity
and relatively high fixed costs, it will choose to price incremental production or sales at a level
covering all variable and a portion of fixed costs. The practice is as widespread as: airlines,
resorts, movie theaters, and so on. This is known as “making a contribution to fixed cost.”
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6 Sample Breakeven Analysis
Figure 6-1:

Assump
ptions
Before fu
urther discusssing the usees of this tool, let us revi ew some keyy underlyingg assumptionns.
•

Costs
C
can be divided into
o fixed and variable.
v

•

Fixed costs reemain fixed over a signifficant relevaant range.

•

Costs
C
can be modeled by a linear curv
ve.

•

In
nput costs reemain unchan
nged.

•

Management
M
knows its market(s)
m
and
d their abilityy to sell prodducts over a relevant rannge.

•

Analysis
A
coveers either a single
s
producct or stationaary product mix.

•

In
nventory chaanges are inssignificant.

Uses
Breakeveen analysis is a simple teechnique for reporting acctual results,, as well as vversus budgeets or
plans. Ass noted previiously, it is often
o
easier to
t see relatioonships grapphically thann via a table oof
data. It allso aids in sh
howing cost composition
n (fixed and variable). A standard acccounting reeport
may not do this as weell. Long-terrm breakeveen analysis caan assist in ssummarizingg operating
condition
ns relating to
o planned cap
pital expend
ditures.
Use the tools
t
demonsstrated in earrlier chapterrs to identifyy current fixeed and variabble costs. In
addition, they will en
nable you to measure thee impact mannagement deecisions havee had, or willl
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have, on costs. By blending these tools (two-point plots, regression and breakeven analysis) you
can develop a dynamic approach which can be used for decision making and reporting.
Linear programming can also be applied to breakeven analysis. For situations when
organizations produce multi-products or a variable product mix, linear programming can enable
the user to identify multiple breakeven points.

Applying the Basics of Lean to the Accounting Function
In concept, Lean is fairly easy to describe, but often difficult to practice. It requires a mindset
change, often including abandoning long-held paradigms. Lean is customer-focused with a bias
toward continuous improvement. Therefore, over time, tasks will change, including providing
information for decision making.
Hopefully, by now, the reader understands that a magical “TO DO LIST,” to solve any problem,
cannot be compiled. However, as with other improvement processes, we can question existing
practices and establish a framework to provide guidelines for the future.

Structure—A Delivery System
Within any organization everyone is a supplier to some customer, and everyone is also a
customer to some supplier. Therefore, the role model for relationships in a Lean System is oneto-one. This reduces the chance for misunderstandings, focuses on needs (value-added) and
speeds the implementation process.
It can be expected, that the amount of time and effort spent in activities commonly referred to as
politicking are inversely related to the strength and clarity of an organization’s structure.
Activities such as “empire building” and “protecting yourself” from various power groups within
an organization are not only a waste of time, and therefore resources, but are destructive. For an
organization to successfully implement plans and attain its goals, a clear structure must exist in
which people understand their own, as well as others’ authority and responsibilities.
When establishing or reviewing an organization, it may be helpful to think of its structure as a
large delivery system for goods and services which begins from within the organization (internal
customers) and ultimately leads to external customers. In the past, competitive advantage was
gained by technology. In the future, speed is likely to be a major source of competitive advantage
in designing and manufacturing new products, as well as delivering them in a timely manner to
customers. As “just-in-time” systems grow, the organization which can repeatedly deliver a
quality product will build a major competitive advantage versus its current competition, and a
barrier to entry against potential new competitors.
Technology can be acquired or copied by competitors, but a culture that simplifies
communications and increases speed can take years to acquire, if at all. This is a real competitive
edge. For example, many organizations have attempted to copy the Toyota Production System by
drawing upon numerous sources of information including visits to Toyota plants, literature, by
people with first-hand experience, and consultants. Even those having made measurable progress
would admit they are still students, and implementation was more difficult and early results
bumpier than anticipated.
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Successfully incorporating such a culture provides the organization with the most powerful
competitive position: increasing overall quality and decreasing costs by a means which cannot
easily be copied. Structure is a vital part in developing and maintaining this position.
Given the acknowledged role of speed as a means of competition in the future, a considerable
amount has been written about generic structures such as flat versus tall organizations. Flatter
organizations offer several advantages. Only a part, often a relatively small part, results from the
reduced compensation cost. Fewer layers force management to be more selective regarding
where they concentrate their efforts. This helps to focus on areas with the greatest payback and
reduces or eliminates less important tasks. Also, the nonproductive efforts of “protecting or
expanding one’s empire” by adding staff are curtailed. By reducing staff and management layers,
organizations are less likely to get caught up in a syndrome known as “paralysis from analysis,”
that is, to make excuses for delaying decisions far too long while analyzing “potential alternative
actions.”

Project Versus Process
The primary task of a CPA is to protect the assets of their organization. This can lead to a series
of internal controls which stress “precision,” at the expense of timeliness, and result in excess
paperwork.
We often measure those things which are easiest and take measurements after-the-fact.
Remember, a fire siren never puts out a fire. But a siren warning of an oncoming severe storm
does save lives and property.
In general, we have been trained to view work as a series of projects. That is, things have a start,
middle and end. This is true in most business activities. The concept of mass production, which
is a basis for much of our individual training, demonstrates several of these characteristics:
•

Long production runs

•

Similar products-no or limited variations

•

Produce to sell or inventory

At the end of a production run we change to a new product and start again.
The Toyota Production System (Lean System) looks at the same situation differently:
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•

Short production runs

•

Variety of products

•

Produce


What is needed



When needed



Amount needed
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The difference could be summarized as viewing production as a project (mass production) versus
a process (Lean System).
For a moment think about the average American’s private life. Many of us have been on a series
of diets over much of our lives. Once our weight hits an outer acceptable limit, or worse, we take
on the project of losing weight. Even it we are “successful” and reach our target, how often do
we slip back, gain weight, and repeat the events? This is a project. Wouldn’t it be easier and
better for us to lose the weight slowly, change our lifestyle and keep it off? This is a process.
Now let us look at our business lives. How many organizations have announced cost reduction
plans with targeted savings? They always seem to achieve their stated goals, but a few years later
many of these organizations announce a new cost savings plan – which is again successful.
Why? Often, over time, some of the previous gains are lost. This is a series of diets, not a
lifestyle change. Perhaps, management is measuring the wrong items? We manage what we
measure. Therefore, if we measure the wrong things, we can work hard and became very good at
relatively unimportant (non-value-adding) activities. How does your organization approach the
closing process, budgeting, planning, and reporting? Is it a project or process? The grid below
outlines the core differences between project and process.

Project

• Start
• Middle
• End
Examples: Diet, traditional
cost reduction program, mass
production

•
•

Process
Ongoing
Adapts to needs

Examples: Lifestyle change,
learning, production on
demand (JIT)

Too often, reports or controls focus on reporting variances from: prior periods, budgets or
forecasts. However, the existence of a variance often provides little actionable information. For
example, higher raw material costs, while resulting in an unfavorable variance, may lead
management to the wrong conclusion. The variance does not mean the purchasing or production
departments are failing to perform. Perhaps it results from a market shortage of the product or
unnecessarily tight specifications. It could, however, be due to poor purchasing practices or
lower production yields. Different causes result in the same variance.
Take an unscientific, but revealing, poll of financial professionals you know. Ask what activities
consume the largest amount of their department’s resources? Typically – closings, reporting, and
budgeting or planning are at the top of the list. Now ask, what role these activities play in helping
the overall organization achieve its goals? Do these activities successfully allocate resources and
provide a system for control and improvement (?), or do they result in a large amount of reports
and variance summaries? The areas which consume a major portion of our resources must
generate major improvements. If an analysis results only in the collection of data, without
playing an integral part in decision making, it is a waste of resources.
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Exercise 6-1
An interesting exercise is to review how companies describe themselves in public reports and in
recapping recent significant events. Reviewing Annual Reports and other published information
for the last several years, of a number of organizations, will show the programs management
thought were important and their outcomes. This may provide insights into management’s
commitment to its stated strategy(ies) or programs, as well as their reaction to changes in the
environment. This exercise also helps to reflect upon your own organization.
Make a list of key programs in your organization. Does this review reflect a project or process
view?

Traditional Accounting Practices and ABC
Activity Based Costing (ABC) is built upon a simple relationship.
Activities Consume Resources and Resources Have a Cost.
Therefore, the process seeks to assign costs based on the resources consumed by an activity. In
an organization producing a series of products (goods or services) costs, in a traditional
accounting system, can become “blended,” thus providing incorrect information to management.
This can be especially likely when by-or co-products are being produced.
The primary objective of ABC is to divide indirect activities into representative pools of costs.
The pools can then be more accurately assigned to activities. For example, when expanding
production, by introducing a new product, at an existing facility, do not automatically allocate
costs based on total volume. Despite a general level of excess capacity, the new product may
require some extra processing steps. These costs must be applied to the product. Otherwise, the
existing product will absorb a portion of the costs. This can easily lead to a situation where
management makes poor asset allocation or pricing decisions.
ABC attempts to uncover the casual factors (cost driver) which determine the demand for each
overhead activity. Since costs are based on activity, they are not necessarily confined to a single
department. Actual ABC systems are rare in practice, both due to the time required and the need
of traditional systems. However, we can improve routine information by adapting viable
concepts, and using selected techniques for decision making.
There are a number of valid accounting techniques which, if practiced incorrectly, can have
significant negative impacts. While I do not expect the reader immediately to change or
challenge all his organization’s policies, this may begin the questioning process. Questioning is
the first step to improvement.
Much of cost accounting, as we know it, started in the early 20th century. During that period, it
was normal for materials and direct labor for a production facility to each average around 40
percent of total cost. The remaining cost (20 percent) was more difficult to measure or track by
product. Therefore, allocation techniques were developed to spread those via the identified costs.
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Remember, products were homogeneous and the majority of labor costs were for what has
become known as “make and move” activities. The majority of employees today are considered
“knowledge workers,” and product lines and associated activities have become extremely
diverse.
It is worth remembering, that although accounting practices are continuously reviewed and
revised the world has, and continues to change at an increasing rate.
•

Service sector growth.

•

Technology.

•

Globalization.

•

Environmental concerns.

These, and other forces, have resulted in a rapid increase in indirect costs, and an explosion in
the number of products offered. As a result, direct costs can be used in a traditional system to
allocate a larger, and growing, indirect cost pool. Obviously, this can result in poor
measurements and decisions.
The reporting systems of a number of organizations have not caught up with today’s
environment. The invalid use of the practices below, especially if combined with a compensation
system, can create an environment where employees spend time “gaming” the system rather than
improving it. Let us focus on three valid practices which deserve extra attention.
ALLOCATIONS
While it may be helpful to allocate a number of shared costs, it can distort measurements. In a
perfect world, there would not be any allocations. All costs would be assigned based on the
resources consumed by an activity. Be careful with the costs you allocate. Do not hold people
responsible for allocated costs they cannot control. This not only destroys the usefulness of the
measurement, but creates a nonproductive environment.
Remember, you cannot manage what you do not measure. A poor measurement will assist
management in making poor or incorrect decisions.
STANDARDS
Standards can be very helpful both as measurements and in streamlining recurring activities,
such as financial closings. However, unless they are carefully established, standards can help
maintain the status quo and built-in waste. Standards must be constructed from a zero base.
Beginning from actual past data can incorporate existing waste into the measuring system.
Existing inefficiencies can be passed along via standards. Longer term, a false sense of security
is a serious enemy.
INTERNAL TRANSFER PRICING
Internal transfer pricing, attempts to measure value-added at specific spots in the production
process. While the intention is valid, this practice can consume considerable time and energy, as
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well as create an overly competitive internal environment. Remember, no organization ever
made a profit selling to itself. Go back to chapter 3 and review the Theory of Constraints.
Internal pricing can lead to an environment which creates internal conflict. It is often aimed at
maximizing output at each unit throughout a company. Thereby, it may reduce overall efficiency,
due to potential imbalances in the organization. Focus your organization’s competitive forces
versus its actual competitors. If your organization uses this process, be careful.
You are probably trying to measure value-added for a partially developed product or service that
does not have an actual market value. Reconsider the appropriateness of your measurement.
Lean keeps you focused on the actual market or completed product.

Beginning Steps to Lean
The purpose of this discussion is not to provide the reader with the 5S’s of Lean or a list of
categories of waste, but to help him or her to begin to focus on how Lean can impact accounting
or measurement practices. The tools discussed earlier – mapping, Pareto analysis, target costing,
and so on, can help you in your transition. A few steps to be considered include the following:
•

Train personnel as to the basics of Lean and what you plan to accomplish.

•

Standardize all activities.

•

Eliminate variations in activities; strive for a steady state environment.

•

Reduce the number of transactions.

•

Consolidate or eliminate the number of reports.

•

Focus measurements on key issues or areas.

•

Provide decision making information – timely and accurate.

•

Reassign resources to highest value-added activities.

•

Continuously streamline the organization focus, use of technology, and so on.

Establishing Targets
Historically, management may have seen information regarding production, costs, market share,
efficiency, and overall financial results as their property. However, if we think about other
organizations we belong to such as clubs, community groups, charities, and so on, it becomes
clear that people cannot follow goals of which they are not aware. Nor can they make
improvements in product quality or costs without sharing sufficient data for them to understand
the situation. As members of these other organizations, we take for granted our ability to have
access to information. Yet, this may not be as true in the business arena.
These groups are also considerably better than the average business organization at
communicating goals, both in measuring and reporting them to members. Charities routinely
breakdown what a contribution can purchase – units of meals, medicine, clothing, shelter, and so
on. In businesses, we often state goals in terms of total dollars or a percentage of expenditures to
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be saved. Can you visualize a goal of saving $1 billion? Probably not. So how can this motivate
an employee? It cannot!
For a goal to be valuable it cannot represent a wish or desire, nor can it be the result of an
organization attaining its objective. A goal must result in directing action. Therefore, those trying
to achieve it must be able to visualize the goal and see it as achievable.
It is vital that a limited number of measurements are used to monitor activities, thus focusing
attention on key items. By employing the statistical techniques discussed in chapters 2 and 4, the
user can often significantly reduce the number of items (variances) which require attention.
Variances that are not statistically significant should not be allowed to create clutter which
requires time and resources to address. Go back to the various measurement techniques in
chapter 2 (arithmetic averages, weighted average, median, mode, moving average, and so on)
and the statistical tests, especially estimating error, incorporated in regression analysis (chapter
4). Refer to these tools as you develop targets and measurements.

Balanced Scorecard
It is only by establishing standards that variations in the organization’s process can be
eliminated. This is essential for improvement. Improvements cannot be made if a baseline of
performance is not established. Variation adds noise to the measurement process.
The first step is to identify key potential measurements. Earlier sections began to provide the
basis for this selection process. Remember, we want to routinely capture data that measures
where we are, and are going. The next step is to provide this information to those who need it.
This is usually further down in the organization than most managers initially think.
To assure that problems are discovered and addressed quickly, controls must be built into the
process. This requires sharing information and responsibility or authority. Access to
measurements helps the individual better understand the direct impact his activities have on
achieving goals. Obviously, all information cannot be shared equally throughout the
organization. But, to the degree data is available, it will help to focus peoples’ efforts on key
areas.
If the reporting or control system becomes overly bureaucratic, you are likely to lose, via
reduced performance, more than you gain. It is essential that you measure activities which are
significant to the organization. To do this, the system needs to include both financial and
nonfinancial information, as well as leading and lagging indicators.
Leading indicators forecast where the organization is going, while lagging indicators confirm
where it is or has been. Example – market share is a leading indicator, while ROI is a lagging. As
noted by Robert G. Eccles in his article The Performance Manifesto, “tracking measurements
such as quality and market share is one thing. But giving them equal or even greater status in
determining strategy, promotions, bonuses and other rewards is another.” A successful
measurement system must be trusted.
For an organization to provide the correct signals, it must have a clear view of its goals and the
necessary steps to achieve them. This overall view is then broken down into discrete activities
for all levels within the organization. The process is often complicated by the fact that most large
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organizations have more than a single business unit. Each will have a series of goals which can
be quite different and require specific compensation schemes.
While each industry or organization will have differences regarding what is important, outlined
below are examples. The basis of this technique is taken from work by Professors Kaplan and
Norton in developing The Balanced Scorecard. This approach helps to relate key measures, both
financial and nonfinancial, to the organization’s goals. It identifies those select indicators that are
directly tied to the success or failure of the enterprise. Thus, it focuses management’s attention
(from all disciplines), on what has been previously agreed to be essential for success.
The Measures are to be aimed specifically at the organization and its industry. However, the
Areas of Performance should be treated as fixed, as they focus attention on the four key areas for
any organization – Financial, Customers, Efficiency, and Learning or Innovation. The actual
measurements selected in each area need to be linked to the organization’s overall financial
objectives.
Reports must clearly link performance results with the organizational processes that drive results.
Let us return to the example of Dell’s experience in customer service through its call-centers.
The measure of “handle time” resulted in poor customer service, as a high percentage of
customers were transferred without being helped. However, the relocation of the call-centers and
reduced staffing resulted in the targeted cost savings. Cost savings are measured every day.
Therefore, short-term feedback to management was positive. Longer term, as businesses and
individuals purchased new equipment the impact of poor service was seen in lost market share.
Management can be unaware of a serious problem if it does not measure the right activities.
As previously noted, the transfer rate for customers hit a high of 45 percent under the above
system. Dell’s management replaced “handle time” with “minutes per resolution” as a key
measurement. This action, with the necessary training dropped the transfer rate to 18 percent.
Today, the mantra is “resolve in one call.” As a benchmark, Apple claims to resolve 90 percent
of customer problems in one call.
Examples of Performance Measures
Areas of Performance
Possible Measures
Financial
Cash Flow
Quarterly sales growth
Earnings
ROE, ROI, ROA
Shareholder value
Customer Relations or
Market share
Market
Percent of sales from new products
On-time delivery
Customer base
Efficiency
Productivity
New products—time to market
Yield
Learning or Innovation
Quality improvements
Development of new products
Number of patents
New product launches
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The Balanced Scorecard was developed as a bridge between an organization’s budget and its
strategic plan. However, it can be equally successful as a tool to introduce strategic thinking or
planning into a company. The development of a Scorecard forces management to identify the
organization’s vital activities and routinely measure them versus established goals. It also can be
used to reduce the number of reports and “measurements” being produced. Thus, it provides
increased focus.

Economic Value Added
EVA attempts to measure the economic results due to the organization’s operations for a specific
period of time. It includes the cost of all capital (all invested capital × the cost of capital).
Net Operating Profit After Tax – Capital Charges = EVA
Simply stated, if you were given $100, with a borrowing cost of 5 percent, and returned $106 at
the end of a year, you would have created $1. If you returned $104, you would have destroyed
$1.
This measurement is typically viewed versus investors’ expectations for a specific investment.
EVA is calculated above or below the shareholders’ expected return.
While used as a measurement, it is probably fair to state that its use has been reduced over the
last few years. The aim of this measurement is to reduce the capital used, as well as to focus it on
higher returning projects. Care needs to be taken when using EVA not to make false comparisons
between or among groups, divisions, or companies. Organizations at different points in their life
cycle and those in transition may show poor short-term EVA results when compared to other
organizations. Age of capital assets can also skew results.
EVA can be a useful measurement tool, when used as designed and it focuses on the cost or use
of capital. However, EVA is typically less applicable to new firms and turnarounds then
established firms with long-term data to analyze. It is often valuable to remind an organization’s
management, at various levels, that the resources they are using have a real capital cost.

Identifying Future Failures
The globalization of the overall economy has increased the need to continually focus on our
organization’s future. Too often, managements appear to be caught by surprise by changes in
their competitive position. The later management recognizes the problem, the more limited are
its potential responses. It is of no value to tell someone they must increase sales or cut costs
“overnight” to save the company. The following sections provide guidelines for competitive
analysis, key measures, and a model for identifying future failures.

Markets—Competitive Forces
Markets are dynamic, and therefore are constantly in a state of change. Even if your organization
has not changed any of its activities in the marketplace, the marketplace will be going through a
series of changes. The typical Product Life Cycle graph (figure 6-2) traces the stages of a product
from its introduction through market saturation and decline. Such a graph tends to make us think
of this process as gradual, and one in which it is easy to identify the particular point in the cycle
any product is currently at. Unfortunately, nothing could be further from the truth.
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Figure 6-2:
6 Typical Product Liife Cycle Grraph

As a resu
ult of the increasingly glo
obal marketp
place, the tim
me between product intrroduction to
saturation
n has been significantly shortened fo
or a wide rannge of produucts. Furtherm
more, as
competitors enter maarkets faster, pricing presssures can stop a produccer from achiieving eitherr
sufficientt margins orr market sharre. Figure 6--3 on the following page outlines a sshift from thee
typical prroduct life cycle (figure 6-2) to moree of a global product life cycle.
Despite articles
a
and books
b
to the contrary, prroducts norm
mally move tto become coommodities.. This
process has
h been accelerated. Test it yourselff. How muchh did you paay for a calcuulator, laptopp,
clothes, furniture,
f
or a television several yearrs ago? How
w about todayy for a compparable or evven
better pro
oduct?
Recognizzing where a product is in
i its life cyccle is not alw
ways easy, foor example, the history oof the
home vid
deo game ind
dustry. This industry ran
n through thee introductioon and growtth stages of tthe
cycle verry quickly with
w the entry
y of new com
mpetitors intoo the markettplace througghout this peeriod.
As the market
m
reacheed maturity, competitors dropped ouut and, withinn a relativelyy brief periodd,
the market had hit saaturation – leeading to stro
ong price co mpetition am
mong the surrvivors.
More reccently, impro
oved technollogy has enaabled the currrent players, including nnew entries, to
move thee primary battleground from
fr
price to
o quality. Thiis establisheed a new basis for
competition, with add
ded emphasiis on visual quality,
q
marrketing and aadvertising, aand speed too
market of new offerin
ngs. Even iff you had surrvived the firrst wave of ccompany exits, if you
remained
d focused sollely on costss, your organ
nization wouuld have beenn gone shorttly thereafterr.
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Despite the
t rapid inittial growth followed
f
by consolidatio
c
on, a redefiniition of the pproduct, brouught
about by a quantum jump
j
in tech
hnology, gav
ve birth to a nnew version, or an extennsion, of the
original industry.
i
Tod
day’s video games have become a coore part of thhe entertainm
ment industrry.
More thaan half of Am
merican housseholds havee some versiion of a gam
me machine. M
Microsoft’s
recent inttroduction of “Halo 3” had
h first-day sales of $1770 million. T
This is greateer than any
movie op
pening in hisstory.
As a resu
ult of severall factors, inccluding changes in lifestyyle and conssumer tastes,, new busineesses
can resullt from a product which has
h hit matu
urity or even market satuuration. Dress jeans and ssport
shoes aree extensions of such mature productss as blue jeanns and sneakkers. Also, ddying producct
lines or so-called
s
gho
ost brands caan often be revitalized
r
byy a change oof strategy raanging from
pricing, merchandisin
m
ng, advertisiing, packing, or focusingg on selectedd geographicc areas.
Failure to
o identify wh
here a produ
uct is located
d in its life cyycle and wheen the battleefield has
changed,, can lead to serious errors. If manag
gement believves a producct is in its grrowth phase,
when in reality
r
it is in
n its early sttages of matu
urity, managgement may elect to expaand capacityy and
add perso
onnel to meeet anticipated
d growth. In
n such a case , the organizzation can sppend funds
through what
w should be the cash generating years
y
of that product, theereby comm
mitting further
resourcess in the falsee search of grrowth. Conv
versely, if management iis unable to iidentify a
product’ss growth stag
ge, it can freeeze capacity
y and take acctions to retrrench its possition, thus
allowing current or new
n competittors to take market
m
sharee. This proceess can be evven more
o
ns that are likkely to simulltaneously hhave businessses
complicaated in large diversified organization
and prod
ducts through
hout the various stages.
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Things to
t Watch
Pay atten
ntion to the general
g
envirronment, as well
w as partiicular inform
mation aboutt your
organizattion or comp
petitors.
•

Competitive
C
situation
s
– New
N entries, substitute prroducts, andd so on.

•

Lead
L
time forr new capaciity. Is anyon
ne adding cappacity? Wheen will it hit the market?

•

Costs
C
of inpu
uts – Labor, raw
r materialls, and so onn.

•

Ability
A
to passs cost increaases to custo
omers.

•

Im
mpact of tech
hnology on demand and
d costs.

•

Changes
C
in deemand and inventory.
i

•

Margins
M
– Bee careful, this measuremeent can lag m
market changges.

•

Routinely
R
rev
view key ratiios, particulaarly liquidityy ratios to asssure sufficieent resourcess,
saafety-net, to address unfforeseen futu
ure problemss.

Discrim
minant Analysis—Z-S
Score
Discrimin
nant analysis is a statistiical tool thatt has been suuccessfully uused to foreccast future
financial problems. It has been prrimarily used to select c reditworthy accounts orr companies. The
analysis is
i similar to regression. However, it assumes thaat observatioons come froom two or m
more
different universes. The
T goal is to
o separate th
he universes,, for example, good (creditworthy) aand
bad accounts.
Figure 6--4 representss a typical grraph from a discriminantt analysis ussed to establiish a companny’s
credit policy. The acttual analysiss would be based
b
on finaancial inform
mation (ratios or other
measurem
ments) that have
h
historiccally shown a relationshiip with an acccount’s abillity to pay. F
For
example,, quick ratio to net worth
h or cash flow
w to debt or profit margins.
Figure 6-4:
6 Sample Discrimina
ant Analysiss Graph
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Ideally, there would not be any overlap between the two universes, therefore, the smaller the
overlap area, the better the ability of the analysis to predict good versus bad accounts. This
technique has been used in consumer credit and installment lending for decades. In the above
graph, people or companies falling into the overlapped area would be further analyzed, in greater
detail, to better assess the level of risk versus your organization’s risk profile.
Professor Edward I. Altman developed the practice of using financial ratios to predict corporate
bankruptcy via discriminant analysis. Based on the work of Professor Altman, and others,
financial ratios have been demonstrated to be accurate forecasters of a firm’s financial future.
Financial ratios of failed firms differ significantly from nonfailed organizations. In addition,
history demonstrates that key financial ratios deteriorate significantly in the last five years prior
to a failure.
In an article in 1968, Professor Altman demonstrated the use of the Z-score measurement,
developed using discriminant analysis. From the 22 financial ratios tested he selected five that
demonstrated the best predicative capability. The resulting equation is shown below. Note that
the variables are computed as a percent. Therefore, 15.5 percent is to be represented as 15.5, and
so on.
The formula for the Z-Score is
Z = (1.2 × X1) + (1.4 × X2) + (3.3 × X3) + (0.6 × X4) + (0.999 × X5)
Where
X1 = Working Capital/Total Assets
X2 = Retained Earnings/Total Assets
X3 = Earnings before Interest and Taxes (EBIT)/Total Assets
X4 = Market Value of Equity/Book Value of Debt
X5 = Sales/Total Assets
Compare to the following table:
Z-Score

Probability of Bankruptcy

1.8 or less

Very High

1.81 – 2.99

Not indicative of bankruptcy

3.0 or higher

Not likely

The above formula for public companies has been adapted to private companies. The sum of AD is the Z-score.
Private Company Z-Score
•
•
•

A = [(Current Assets – Current Liabilities)/Total Assets] × 6.56 = ________.
B = (Retained Earnings/Total Assets) × 3.26 = ________.
C = (Earnings before Interest. & Taxes/Total Assets) × 6.72 = ________.
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•
•

D = (Equity/Total Liabilities) × 1.05 = ________.
The sum of (A + B + C + D) equals the Z-score.
 0 – 1.09 = Bankruptcy Imminent
 1.10 – 2.60 = Questionable
 2.60+ = Bankruptcy Not Imminent

The Z-score is an easy to use, predictive tool. It can be used in a variety of situations including
•

Determine if an account is creditworthy.

•

Internal measurement for your organization.

•

Analyze large suppliers or customers.

Consider making the Z-score part of your internal measurements or reporting; if it is predictive
for others, why not yourself? It provides a financial measurement, which can be easily
understood by nonfinancial personnel. Focus on important suppliers and customers. A bad
experience by a key supplier or customer can have a severe impact on you, particularly, if you
are not prepared.
As with all ratios, the Z-score needs to be routinely performed. You are looking for trends. A
firm with a current good Z-score, which in trending downward, can be of greater concern, than
one with a lower, but increasing score.
While other tools have been developed to predict failure, based on discriminant analysis, the Zscore has several significant advantages:
•

Long history of success

•

Easy to apply

•

Considerable documentation concerning its use

Chapter Summary
The tools below can assist in improving information and analysis, as well as identifying future
failures:
•

Breakeven analysis

•

Lean concepts

•

Activity Based Costing

•

Balanced Scorecard

•

Economic Value Added

•

Product life cycle analysis

•

Z-score
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Chapter 7
Acquisitions and Divestitures
Introduction
This book began by addressing the fact that decisions are a result of the entire organization.
Decisions are not made in a vacuum. Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity clearly
demonstrates this. Therefore, while we have, and will continue, to focus on analytical evaluation
tools and techniques, this chapter identifies the factors that significantly influence decision
making and have changed the general landscape for M&A.
The activities required to successfully buy or sell and run or cut-loose a business are unique.
Often, even the most experienced operating managers have very little, if any, experience in this
process. As a result the consistent application of some previously discussed techniques, as well
as a few new ones, can add significant value to the outcome. Dust off your detective’s mindset.
This chapter will
•

Establish the background and framework for managing M&A activity.

•

Identify key steps in the process.

•

Describe the role of in-house financial professionals in this endeavor.

•

Explore valuation tools and techniques.

M&A Activity
During the first six months of 2007, U.S. companies announced a record $1.01 trillion in M&A
activity. High levels of liquidity from available financing expanded the role played by private
equity firms and other financial buyers. According to estimates, up to one-third of all funds came
from these organizations during the first six months. Of course, this activity level does not reflect
the tightening of credit that began in the second-half of 2007, and worsened in 2008. Figures 7-1
and 7-2 provide indications of activity in early 2007, as well as later in the year.
The value of M&A activity in recent years has continued to increase. Global M&A transactions
are estimated at $4.7 trillion in 2007, topping the prior record of $3.9 trillion in 2006. This was
fueled by several trends, including
•

Strengthening economy.

•

Historic levels of available liquidity at low interest rates.

•

Industry consolidation, typical in maturing industries.
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•

Economic globalization.

•

Weakening U.S. dollar.

Figure 7-1: Value of Mergers and Acquisitions in U.S.
Companies

Source: Dealogic

Figure 7-2:

Source: The Wall Street Journal.
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It has been estimated, that in the first-half of 2007, global private equity firms had almost $2
trillion of purchasing power. More than $600 billion a year was moving to oil-producing nations,
and total Sovereign Wealth Funds were estimated at $2.5 to $3 trillion and growing.
The impact of the weakening of U.S. dollar was clearly visible during 2007. As the dollar
weakens, versus other major currencies, U.S.-based assets become increasingly less expensive to
foreign buyers. For example, in the third quarter of 2007, GE sold its Plastics business to Saudi
Basic Industries for $11.6 billion (cash plus assumption of liabilities). During the period August
– November, petroleum-based funds also acquired
•

9.5% of MGM Mirage.

•

20% of NASDAQ Stock Market Inc.

•

8% of Advanced Micro Devices Inc.

•

5% of Citigroup.

Others were seeking U.S. assets. Companies from the United Kingdom invested $46 billion in
acquisition deals during 2007. This compares to $34 billion in 2006, and was greater than any
other single source of foreign investment in 2007.
In November 2006, Evraz Holdings, Russia’s largest steelmaker acquired Oregon Steel for $2.3
billion. Other smaller transactions by Russian steel producers have also been completed. In 2005,
IBM sold its then failing PC business to Lenovo, a publicly traded company on the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange.
The near collapse of the credit markets starting in late 2007 had a significant impact on
acquisitions. First, the number of transactions slowed dramatically. In fact, a number of
announced deals never closed.
In addition, the types of transactions changed. Strategic transactions, compared to equity
investments, became the primary driver. An obvious example is the announced merger between
UAL and Continental Airlines. The following are a few examples (2008-2010) of strategic
transactions:
•

InBev’s purchase of Anheuser-Bush Cos. for $52 billion.

•

Pfizer’s purchase of Wyeth for $60 billion.

•

Merck’s purchase of Schering-Plough for $41 billion.

•

Dow Chemical’s purchase of Rohm & Haas for $19 billion.

•

Altria’s purchase of UST Inc. for $11 billion.

•

Comcast’s purchase of a majority stake in NBC Universal for $14 billion.

•

Kraft’s purchase of Cadbury for $19 billion.

•

ExxonMobil’s purchase of XTO Energy for $31 billion.
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Of course these are just a small sample of the larger transactions. Other deals such as
ConocoPhillips’ purchase of 50 percent of Origin Energy’s Australian gas assets, Intel’s
purchase of McAfee, Hewlett-Packard’s purchase of Palm, Stanley Tool’s purchase of Black &
Decker, Teva’s purchase of Barr, Ford’s sale of Volvo to the Chinese automaker Geely and
Phillips-Van Heusen’s purchase of Tommy Hilfiger from London’s Apax Partners continue to
demonstrate this trend. It is worth noting the number of non-U.S. companies involved in the
above deals. I have intentionally omitted examples of the consolidation of several banks or
financial institutions during 2007-09. First, the reader is likely to be aware of them. Also, this
process was influenced by governments’ actions. However, in each instance, industry
consolidation has been the overall driving force.
During the current recession, private equity and corporate buyers continue to pick up orphan
brands. These include companies or assets such as Eddie Bauer, Polaroid, Linens N’ Things, and
Folgers.
Without attempting to forecast M&A activity, it is reasonably clear that it will continue to be
driven by some of the above factors and has become international. This has increased the
importance of selecting the correct analytical tools, and the overall role of the financial
professional.

Reasons for M&A
There is a long list of potential “stated reasons” for M&A activity. The one below was compiled
from several sources. Often, there is more than one key reason for an action:
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•

Obtain product market synergies

•

Enter new technologies

•

Strengthen financial position

•

Gain portfolio balance

•

Pre-empt competition

•

Alter market image

•

Increase economies

•

Gain market share

•

Open new market

•

Reduce risk of internal start-up

•

Accelerate growth

•

Increase earnings

•

Acquire undervalued assets
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Two points should be noted. First, many lists would include obtaining or retaining management.
While I have seen this on several lists, I cannot remember ever seeing a deal done for this
purpose. Normally, you do not have to buy a company to get management. It may be a collateral
benefit, but not a primary reason. Perhaps, the exception would be to acquire uniquely skilled
scientists, and so on. Second, while never stated, unfortunately, personal prestige and egos can
play a significant role. This is not good economics.
Obviously, for every buyer there must be a seller. Understanding your reason(s) to divest is
equally important as a reason to buy. This list is usually much shorter.
•

Purchase premium.

•

The parent company needs cash, and this is a saleable asset.

•

The business requires future investments the parent cannot or is not willing to make.

•

The business needs noncash resources the owner does not have, or is not willing to
allocate.

•

Questionable business outlook.

Do not allow management to use terms such as “lack of strategic fit” internally. This may be a
satisfactory external (public) reason, but internally be specific.

Role of Financial Professionals
M&A activity combines a number of nonroutine activities, typically under a high-level of stress.
The stress frequently results from time pressures, management’s expectations, inability to
quantify future risks or returns, and conflicting egos.
Organizations hire outsiders experienced in M&A both prior to and during a transaction. They
normally provide guidance or coaching through the process. However, the ultimate responsibility
for a deal and its long-term success stays with management. Therefore, management must be
extremely active in the entire process.
Financial professionals can add significant value to this process in several ways
•

Establish parameters, in advance to identify potential targets.

•

Continue to ask key questions to keep the process focused.

•

Select appropriate evaluation techniques.

•

Conduct due diligence to confirm inputs and discover potentially “good” or “bad” news.

•

Review execution plan.

While the above appears to be from an acquirer’s view, the same is true from a seller’s
viewpoint.
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•

In order to successfully complete the acquisition and integration of a new business, an
evaluation must consider a wide variety of potential risks. These can include the
following:

•

Market

•

Financial

•

Personnel

•

Process

•

Technological

•

Infrastructure

•

Political

Establishing the Environment
Corporate America has extensive experience in merging with or acquiring firms. However, its
track record of being able to unify an acquired firm with the acquirer and provide a single
organization with increased growth potential has been somewhat shaky. Too often, major
portions or all of an acquired company are resold several years after the acquisition. It is worth
remembering, that frequently the acquired company is relatively the same size as the acquirer
and in similar or related businesses. Also, the acquiring company usually has a significant body
of data regarding the target organization prior to the acquisition.
As in most endeavors, getting agreement early as to the criteria to be used to select acquisition
targets or units to be divested is essential. A retired corporate Chairman once told me, that the
most important thing he did in his 8 year tenure was to get the Board to agree to criteria for
potential targets 2 years before one appeared. Since the management was in agreement, they
were able to act quickly (he believed this reduced competition for the business) and focus on a
selected number of key issues.
Obviously, the more specific the criteria are the better. Also, once agreed, continue to revisit
them to assure commitment. It can be easy to agree in the “abstract,” but harder in a “specific
instance.” Routinely revisiting the criteria can increase commitment and your reaction speed
when opportunities occur.
Tip: Use the budgeting and planning process to increase understanding and
commitment of or to criteria for acquisitions and divestitures.

Continue to Ask Questions
The buying or selling of a business or assets, at some point, frequently results in a high level of
emotion by the management. Earlier, we listed the most often stated reasons for an acquisition,
as well as noting that ego, buying or selling, can play a role in the process. The higher the
emotional pitch, the more important it is for the in-house financial professionals to attempt to
establish a disciplined procedure throughout the evaluation.
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Clearly identify the reason(s) for the acquisition. Management must agree on this prior to
beginning an evaluation. Throughout the evaluation and negotiation process, ask questions such
as those below:
•

Are the assumptions used internally consistent?

•

Are the assumptions used consistent with the environment?

•

Is this action appropriate in view of our available resources?

•

Does it involve an acceptable degree of risk?

•

Do we have an appropriate time horizon?

Since the total process is likely to take considerable time, the above questions need to be asked
periodically. Be certain to internally obtain responses to two key additional questions:
1. Does this transaction continue to meet our stated objectives?
2. If we cannot successfully complete this transaction, what is our next best alternative?
The answer to the second question can often help establish a “walking value.” If other
opportunities exist, this is likely to reduce or limit your offer. However, if a competitor obtaining
this business could seriously limit or eliminate your business, a significant premium may be
justified.
While no series of actions can assure the elimination of the clashing of egos, or the drive for
personal prestige, an open or questioning process will help. In this case, the finance professional
is both a detective and a police officer.

Valuation Approaches
In concept, a potential acquisition is the same as any other proposed investment (chapter 8). The
major difference is that the final acquisition cost is subject to negotiations and therefore,
unknown until late in the evaluation process. The framework, for analyzing the expected return
and risk accompanying an acquisition, is basically the same as for any capital project. The actual
number of “unknowns” may or may not be greater than for other investments.
Prior to going further, let us discuss a few measures that are sometimes talked about and used,
but require extra care:
•

Book value

•

Payback period

•

Rules of thumb

•

Replacement cost

•

Present value

•

Internal rate of return (IRR)
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Book value reflects the historical cost of the business less (net) cumulative depreciation.
Therefore, it is unlikely to provide an insight into the business’s current value. Assume years
ago, you paid $200,000 for your house. Today, houses in your neighborhood are selling for
$300,000. Would you sell me yours for $200,000 (book value)? Whether buy or selling, be
careful not to worry too much about history to establish current values. However, do not
underestimate the emotional role this number can play.
Payback period provides the number of years required to recover the initial cash investment. It
is the ratio of the initial fixed investment divided by the annual cash inflow for the recovery
period. The obvious adjustment is needed if the cash flow is not even over the period.
In concept, if the payback period is equal to, or less than, the target (maximum) period, the
acquisition is done. This tool has several shortcomings:
•

It does not measure returns after the payback period.

•

It does not account for the possible dispersion of results.

The present value of the cash drains and flows should be addressed both when calculating the
returns and in setting the target payback period. Most often, payback is used as a measure of risk
– the faster the payback, the lower the risk. However, since it only measures one set of cash
flows, it cannot provide an adequate measure of risk. The risk of variations in the cash flows is
ignored. As with the next two tools (rules of thumb and replacement cost), this technique is
typically used as one of several evaluation approaches. It is important that only the costs or
returns from the acquisition are included in the calculation. This point is discussed in detail later
in the chapter.
Rules of thumb are valuable as a starting point for comparison after you do a preliminary
evaluation. However, the business you are buying may not be typical versus previous
transactions. The rules are normally expressed as a multiple of sales, earnings, or cash flow
(“multiples”). Be aware, just because you pay under the average rate does not assure a bargain.
These comparisons are available from several sources including: external experts, brokers, lists
of businesses being sold (print) and via the internet such as www.bizbuysell.com.
Replacement cost can be an excellent tool for comparison. For example, if I can buy an oil
company with known reserves for $20 a barrel of oil, in the ground, I can compare this to my
recent costs of finding oil. However, when used inappropriately, it can lead us to exaggerated
valuations. Just because it would cost more to build an asset than buy it does not assure success.
Look at the condition of asset, including its image. Maytag believed it could fix the quality
problems at Magic Chef. After years of failing, the entire company was acquired in financial
distress. In addition, ask yourself if the business is needed (viable). It may be less expensive to
buy, but do you want it?
It is generally accepted that discounted cash flow calculations provide a more objective basis for
evaluating investments. This approach accounts for both the size and the timing of forecast cash
flows throughout the acquisitions life. The two techniques are present value and internal rate
of return (IRR). We will discuss IRR in chapter 8. However, the general approach between
these methods is similar.
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In forecasting the value of an acquisition, or any investment, the calculation strives to isolate the
effect of that action. Therefore, cash flow estimates should be done based on the results “with”
and “without” the acquisition. This provides a more accurate picture of the value of the cash
flow, from the specific action, versus a “before” and “after” view. The “with” and “without”
approach directly attempts to isolate the impact of the acquisition from other factors that may
influence the results. Increases or decreases to cash flow that would have occurred without the
acquisition are easier to see. This can be helpful when identifying changes in both scenarios for
future capital spending, working capital, and so on. In addition, it provides a more accurate basis
for measuring the value of synergies that result from the transaction. This is a key point, since
potential synergies play an important part in the ultimate evaluation and negotiations.
The basis for the present value method is to test whether the present value of the cash inflows is
greater than the present value of cash outflows. The time value of money is a basic concept in
finance. The earlier the cash flow the more its value. Therefore, the timing of anticipated cash
flows is extremely important.
The future value of a present sum of money invested at a fixed rate can be calculated using the
formula below.
Fn = P (1 + r)n
Where
Fn = future amount (n-period)
P = present amount
r = rate of interest (5%)
$1,000 = $1,629 (n = 10 years)
$2,653 (n = 20 years)
Therefore, $1,000 invested at 5 percent compounded annually would grow to approximately
$1,629 in year 10 and $2,653 in year 20.
By turning the above equation around, the present value of future cash flows can be calculated.
As shown below, $907 today is equivalent (5 percent rate of interest) to $1,000 in two years.
1

P = Fn × (1 + r) n
P=

1
(1.05)

2

=

$1,000
1.1025

= $907

5% annual rate
n = 2 years
Using the present value method all cash flows are discounted to their present value at a selected
rate of return. If the sum of the discounted cash flow is equal to, or greater than zero, the
acquisition, in concept, is accepted. The selected rate of return is the return expected to be
achieved from investments.
The impact of discounting can be demonstrated by the following simple example.
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Investment = $100,000
Discount Rate = 10%
Cash Flows
$40,000
$30,000
$25,000
$25,000
$25,000
Payback = 3.2 periods
PV Payback = 4.2 periods

PV Factor
.909
.826
.751
.683
.621

PV
$36,360
$24,780
$18,775
$17,075
$15,525

Given the sensitivity to timing, several calculations should be run to test the durability of the
answer. It is normal to have a terminal value assigned at the end of the cash flow stream. This
represents the then current value of the business. While this value is pushed out, and therefore its
impact gets reduced, do not be too aggressive in assigning the value.
Acquisitions contain considerable risk. Therefore, the use of several of the above techniques can
be helpful to estimate value. Remember, despite your best efforts, numerous assumptions in an
evaluation are normal. Be careful not to overstate (value or time) synergies. Stay disciplined and
use the tools.

Parting Thoughts—Due Diligence
During due diligence, financial professionals become part of a team of detectives where the basic
job is to confirm the information used in the evaluation. This includes everything from the
existence of “hard” assets to agreements, patents, and so on. Especially given normal time
pressures, a plan must exist to address this phase of the acquisition activity.
In my experience, a senior financial manager is often put “in-charge” of managing this phase.
Regardless, if you manage this function or not, review the plan for your group’s activities, and
assure that a master or control plan exists with sufficient resources.
Two points are worth specifically noting. First, due diligence is an excellent time to use some of
the techniques previously discussed to exam the proposed new business. Two-point plots,
regression and time series analysis, as well as others, can help you better understand the business
your organization is planning to acquire. While I assume you will do this, during the earlier
evaluation, due diligence may provide more detailed data. Confirm previous relationships and
look for points to question. As some people will paint a house without fixing existing problems
before marketing it, management may dress-up a business before trying to sell it.
In addition to confirming earlier information and looking for hidden problems, due diligence can
uncover new benefits. These can range from specific agreements to tax credits. Be alert! It’s not
always bad news that is discovered.

Execution Plan
Obviously, before getting very far into evaluation and negotiating activities, your organization
will have a vision or plan as to how it will incorporate the new business into its structure. In
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addition, be sure that a shorter term execution plan exists. This is a detailed game plan of what
activities need to be done, including their sequence, resources required, and ultimate timing.
When building an execution plan, consider the following:
•

Have one

•

Include needed resources and a timeline

•

Establish a team

•

Move fast

Experienced management often establishes a team to execute this plan. If needed, include
experienced outsiders. The process followed in the early stages of uniting organizations
frequently is the difference between success and failure. Remember, while you may be dealing
with duplication of assets and people, you are always going to be addressing different cultures.
Informing employees of what to expect, unifying operating procedures or systems, contacting
key customers and suppliers, and providing assistance if people are displaced, needs to be done
quickly. Review the forecasts used in the evaluation to assure that sufficient resources – money,
people, and time have been included.
If you are a seller, realize that as soon as employees know that their unit or business is for sale,
many of them will functionally stop being your employees. That doesn’t mean they will not
perform their tasks, but, in the absence of any incentives, they will begin looking for their next
career move, and so on. Every potential buyer now becomes their next employer. Consider this
when addressing short-term management needs.
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Chapter 8
Capital and Other Long-Term Investments
Introduction
As noted in chapter 7, the financial evaluation of an acquisition or project is very similar. Both
require addressing unknowns, as well as specific management skills. Often, they represent
options available to an organization-buy versus build or develop. Therefore, many of the topics
covered in the earlier chapter can be applied. However, there a few key differences.
Better-managed organizations view all long-term programs (capital and noncapital) in a
disciplined environment. Therefore, we will explore some of the unique issues concerning
budgeting and evaluating, financing, and managing a variety of activities.
In addition to typical capital projects, expenditures such as R&D, IT, advertising, training, and
even planned builds in working capital can be viewed as long-term programs. These all consume
cash in anticipation of future payouts.
•

This chapter will

•

Compare evaluating long-term projects with an acquisition.

•

Discuss the role of budgeting.

•

Examine the impact of capital projects on cost structure.

•

Explore IRR as an evaluation tool and compare it to the present value approach.

•

Introduce the basic concepts of financing and hedging.

Budgeting
A budget is a disciplined process to allocate resources and establish an organization-wide plan to
manage resources and activities. It enables competition for resources (capital, people, time, and
so on) to be constructive. If left unmanaged, competition for resources would result in
destructive conflict or suboptimization of limited resources.

Cash Budget
A first step for organizations with significant capital (cash) expenditures is to prepare both a
standard P&L budget and forecasts accompanied by a cash version. While balancing total cash
inflows and drains over a budget period is obviously important, the actual timing is essential.
Cash must be available when needed. Planned or unplanned increases in working capital and
operating costs reduce funds available for capital projects.
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A cash based budget or plan will assist in identifying the imbalances of cash, thus allowing you
to plan actions in advance. It will also help establish a project selection process, by setting a total
capital cap on the organization. Although, an organization may have several “good” projects,
often trying to do all of them will increase costs (financing), strain management’s abilities or
resources, and increase risk (financing, actual timing of project start-ups, and so on).

Project List
As part of the process, a list of proposed projects needs to be identified. These should have
already passed some evaluation (first-cut) and are now being considered for funding.
The goals of capital projects include
•

Replacement.

•

Expansion.

•

Rationalization – Productivity.

•

Development – New products, process, or markets.

•

Mandatory – Contractual or legal requirements.

Grouping potential programs into categories can sometimes help in the evaluation process. The
next step is to assure that the assumptions used in each case are consistent. For example, the
same inflation estimates, raw material cost escalations, and so on, have been incorporated in
each. Next, determine if the potential projects are independent of each other.
Projects can be mutually exclusive; the funding of one stops the funding of another. For
example, competing technologies. Also, projects can be dependent on each other. Be certain that
you have identified all required expenditures for any proposal. These not only include purchasing
and installation of equipment and construction of facilities, but more subtle modifications such as
changes in working capital. Go back to the discussion in chapter 7 concerning analyzing
acquisitions from a “with” and “without” viewpoint. This will help you find less obvious
changes during the evaluation. You do not want to discover halfway into construction that your
new technology requires a major upgrade to the water system, and so on. Scaling-up a
technology or project often comes with this risk. Remember, the projects are competing for the
organization’s limited resources.
Although somewhat obvious, let us specifically discuss a few key issues concerning evaluating a
group of projects. First, the required return or hurdle rate is likely to vary by project type.
Projects required by law or to assure safety don’t rely on returns. In these situations you are
seeking the lowest cost, effective project. The project will get done even if it has negative
returns. Of the remaining categories, hurdle rates for replacements will be the lowest, since they
are needed to maintain activities and should have the least risk. Consequently, development
projects will require the greatest returns (more unknowns).
Other factors, such as location (political risk), sources of raw materials, and so on. need to be
addressed. The concept of residual or abandonment value should also be considered. The capital
committed to some investments may be reasonably flexible, while others are fixed. An
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investment in a single-purpose facility (aircraft) is considerably more fixed than an office
building in New York City. The two proposals may have the same present value and IRR.
However, if your business activity declines, the aircraft is likely to be a sunk cost
(unrecoverable), while the office space can be sold or rented.
For simplicity, the examples provided in this document assume the independence of cash flows
from one period to another. However, for most investments the cash flow in one period depends,
at least in part, on the cash flow in the previous periods. Poor early results increase the potential
for disappointing future returns. In addition, due to the reality of present value, the project’s
overall returns are likely to suffer.
Project planning includes identifying, in advance, those key short-term activities that are directly
related to the desired long-term results. Failure in one of these select activities must trigger an
immediate planned response. When reviewing investments it is important to determine the
degree of correlation of cash flows among a group of projects. If the correlation is high, you may
be introducing a hidden level of risk. Just because you spread expenditures over a number of
projects doesn’t assure diversification.
Suppose I invested all my savings in the common stocks of 5 companies, all of them in the same
industry, would I be achieving diversification? While I may be reducing specific company risk,
my investments would not be diversified.
The Kelly Criterion is a risk management strategy which has been used to allocate investment
funds. This approach has gained some recognition as part of a process for reviewing or selecting
capital projects. The technique was developed by John Kelly in the 1950s at Bell Labs. However,
it did not become popular until Edward Thorp wrote his book “Beat the Dealer,” in 1962.
The goal is to maximize the long-term growth rate of investments. It can be used as part of a
dynamic approach for capital allocation. The Kelly Criterion establishes boundaries for
investing as results become known and avoids over-betting on an outcome. The basic thrust is to
avoid “gambler’s ruin,” where you lose everything by over-betting. It is the opposite of the
“double down” or “all-in” approaches, which attempt to regain losses by risking increasingly
larger sums.
In a trading or investing situation, you would determine the percentage of your total funds to be
risked on each alternative. Following the outcome of the investment, the earnings or losses
would be added or subtracted to or from the total funds, and the same percentage risked on the
next trade, thus maintaining a disciplined and diversified portfolio.
While there are unique reasons for projects to be approved, establishing a disciplined framework
can be helpful when allocating overall resources. Dividing capital expenditures by project type
(including technologies used, and so on) is a necessary first step. Employing guidelines based on
this approach can be valuable not only in allocating funds initially, but also as information is
gained during development or implementation.
Bill Gross, the famed bond investor and head of PIMCO is a disciple of this approach. Despite
the fund’s size, it reportedly does not have more than 2 percent of its total holdings invested in
any one credit.
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Exercise 8-1
Would you make the following investment? The original cost of a unit of new equipment is
$22,500. Using the forecast cash flows below and a 10 percent discount rate should it be
purchased? Calculate the present value factor for each year.
$5,000; $7,000; $8,000; $10,000.

Alternatives
The budgeting process is an excellent time to look for alternatives to capital projects. Whether or
not the availability of funds is a current problem, renting facilities or outsourcing activities needs
to be considered. As a result of the escalating cost for developing new drugs, Eli Lilly helped to
start a lab in Shanghai during 2003. This has significantly reduced their development costs.
Companies routinely outsource both staff and production needs. View all long-term
commitments as you would capital projects.
At times, conditions that are intrinsic to an industry are better addressed by not owing the
capacity. Ask at least the following questions:
•

How accurately have we historically forecast demand?

•

Is demand seasonal?

•

Is demand cyclical?

•

Is the work flow lumpy (projects or continuous)?

•

Are noncapital alternatives available?

By introducing this brief review you may find both a better solution to your operating needs, as
well as additional funds for other worthy projects.

Valuation—IRR Versus Present Value
According to the internal rate of return (IRR) approach, an investment should be accepted if the
internal rate of return is greater than the cost of capital. When selecting among several projects,
the IRR would be calculated for each and the projects ranked by their rates of return. The internal
rate of return is the discount rate which equates the present value of cash flows to zero.
The typical criterion for accepting a proposed program is to compare the internal rate of return to
a preset hurdle rate. If the internal rate of return is equal to or greater than the hurdle rate, the
project is normally accepted.
IRR solves for the discount rate that equates the present value of the cash inflows with the
present value of the outflows. This is then compared to the required hurdle or cut-off rate. The
present value method (chapter 7) solves for the net present value of the forecast cash flows given
a required rate of return. Therefore, any investment with a net present value greater than zero, in
theory, is acceptable. While these techniques approach the same question from a different view,
they tend to lead to the same conclusion (acceptance or rejection).
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There are two differences in the evaluation approaches. Since IRR results in a percentage, the
size of the investment is lost. This can result in insufficient attention being paid to potential risk.
It also can obscure the reality that for an organization’s financial results, an acceptable (lower)
return on a large project may be better than a higher return on a very small one.
In addition, IRR incorporates a reinvestment rate for intermediate cash flows, equal to the
internal rate of return. The present value approach uses a rate equal to the required rate of return
used as the discount factor. Be aware of the above built-in assumptions and select the tool that
best fits your situation. The net present value approach is usually viewed as the more reliable.
The following illustration demonstrates the relationship between the present value and IRR
approaches.
An opportunity requires an up-front investment of $18,000 and is forecast to generate annual
cash flows of $5,600 at the end of each of the next five years. The net present value of this
investment, using a 10 percent required return, is $3,228.
NPV = $-18,000 +

$5,600
(1.10)

+

$5,600
2

(1.10)

+

$5,600
3

(1.10)

+

$5,600
4

(1.10)

+

$5,600
(1.10)5

NPV = $21,228
-18,000
$ 3,228
Using the same example, we can calculate the rate that when multiplied by $5,600 (cash flow for
each year) equals the original investment of $18,000. The equation, below, is obviously similar
to the prior equation, and will provide a rate (IRR) of 16.8 percent.
$-18,000 +

$5,600
(1+r)

+

$5,600
(1+r)

2

+

$5,600
(1+r)

3

+

$5,600
4

(1+r)

+

$5,600
(1+r)5

IRR = 16.8%

Financing
The next two sections are meant only to introduce basic concepts to participants. These areas
require considerably more attention. However, a clear understanding of the basics is essential in
many instances, and helpful in all cases.
The cost and availability of capital is a key component in setting caps on expenditures. In
general, organizations have greater desires (potential programs) than resources. Certainly, this is
true for growing companies. The method of financing needs to be consistent with the company’s
cost structure.

Cost of Capital
The cost of capital for any company is in direct relationship to the size and predictability of
earnings or cash flow. The simple model demonstrates this.
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Re = Rf + β (Rm – Rf)
Where
R = return
e = expected
f = risk free
β = beta – volatility
m = market
The greater the volatility of results, the higher rate of return demanded by investors. While
management cannot influence overall market returns, it can manage its beta, as well as planning
financing efforts to maximize the market conditions.
Several factors can make a company’s earnings more volatile:
•

High level of fixed costs.

•

Single-purpose assets.

•

Lack of diversification.

A company having these characteristics may not be able to carry as much debt financing versus
other companies. It is dangerous for a company with a high level of fixed operating costs
(economies of scale) to also maintain significant amounts of fixed financing costs (debt). While
this combination may provide above market results during periods of high product demand, it
can be disastrous if demand slows.
Be aware that each project modifies the cost structure of your organization (go back to chapter
5). Be sure to measure the cumulative impact of all projects, not just each individually. Excess
capacity increases fixed cost. Capacity is expensive to establish, maintain and reduce or
eliminate. Also, it usually is not available in exactly the amount immediately required.

Debt and Equity
A company’s value is frequently described as the present value of its future free cash flows
discounted at the cost of capital. The cost of capital being the weighted average of the after tax
cost of debt with the cost of equity.
Debt can be the least costly financing alternative for an organization. A company with limited
amounts of existing debt may be able to acquire new funds for growth, via additional debt, at
favorable terms for the following reasons:
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•

Interest payments by the company are tax deductible.

•

Dividends (equity) are not tax deductible.

•

Debt holders are in a preferred position to owners (equity holders) if a bankruptcy occurs.
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ng and addreessing cash nneeds early. If unplannedd,
you allow
w the organizzation to be subject to ch
hanges in thee markets, aas well as intternal eventss.
Obtaining funds, partticularly if needed
n
quick
kly, during thhe second-haalf of 2007 w
was a differeent
y several mo
onths earlier.
experiencce from only

Hedgin
ng
The term
m hedging comes from th
he phrase “heedging your bets” used iin gambling. Hedging, ass
discussed
d here, is maaking an inveestment to reeduce the rissk of adversee price fluctuuations in ann
asset. In general, a co
ompany enteers into a tran
nsaction whoose sensitiviity to changees in prices
a or partiallly, the sensittivity of its core
c
businesss to these fluuctuations. Itt is a risk
offsets, all
managem
ment tool. Ho
owever, in practice,
p
it is not a simplee exercise annd the explosion in the
variety of available in
nstruments continues
c
to increase its complexity.. It is not an action to bee
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taken without serious planning. Therefore, it should be addressed, as appropriate, in an
organization’s strategic plan.
Capital projects require significant outlays of funds prior to start-up and cash generation. There
are two sources of risk which a well-designed hedging program can address.
First, is the risk that construction costs, prior to start-up, will increase. Obviously, a fixed-cost
contract, if available, can address this risk. However, depending on the length of time and the
size of the project, contractual coverage may not be possible. In addition, prices for the finished
products, may decline, or input costs increase.
By establishing a position (contract) in the market an organization can, at least, reduce risk. The
market provides an organized environment for the buying and selling of commodities at some
specific future date. A buyer, of a commodity, agrees to purchase it at a fixed volume and price,
at a specified future date. A seller obviously, agrees to the sell side of the transaction. Formalized
contracts for specified commodities are routinely traded in the futures markets.
This mechanism has been or is used by a variety of industries. Farmers commit to sell products
in advance of the harvest. Natural resource companies do this, at least for some of their future
production, during development or expansion projects. Airlines, establish positions (hedge) fuel
prices. Large construction companies hedge some of their future materials needs. When
discussing its efforts to control costs, McDonald’s management noted that it hedges some
ingredients. Organizations purchasing or selling goods in other countries often establish foreign
exchange contracts to cover contractual commitments. This sets the currency exchange rate, thus
locking in the actual costs or prices.
When planning a capital project, management may want to explore the use of hedging to protect
them from otherwise uncontrollable events. Hedging should be viewed as an insurance policy.
Future positions are not available for all commodities. In these cases, you may be able to
establish a proxy by taking a position in a commodity or financial vehicle that tends to offset
changes in the one you want to hedge.
Be careful, imperfect hedges can go bad. You may select the wrong proxy, or past relationships
may change. As a simple example, assume you purchased an equity position in an integrated oil
company as a hedge against rising prices “at the pump.” The company’s stock value could
decline, despite rising retail prices, due to company specific issues. Also, time frames are a risk.
For example, while interest rates and equity prices tend to move in opposite directions, there
have been periods of time during which they have moved in parallel.
Remember, from the perspective of a capital program, hedging is to be seen as an insurance
policy. Do not increase overall risk while attempting to manage it.
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A Financial Decision Maker’s Worksheet
Environmental Forces
1. Discuss the roles of “science” and “art” in decision making.
2. Identify several ways bias can be seen in decision making.
Turning Data Into Information
1. Calculate the arithmetic average, median, and mode for the following data:
2,3,5,6,8,10,15
2. Identify each of the following in time series analysis:
T=
C=
S=
R=
3. Why might the median or mode be more appropriate than an arithmetic average in
measuring the life expectancy of a product?
Problem Solving Tools
1. Assume you are the President of a chain of fast-food restaurants. Your CFO has just
completed a Pareto Analysis of your sales. The analysis indicates that 60% of total sales
are generated by 20% of your customers. Briefly discuss what you would do, and/or the
questions to be addressed.
Analytical Models—Decision Aids
1. In the citrus juice example, why was the goal of maximizing profits not achieved by
maximizing the production of the highest valued product?
Improving Accounting Information and Analysis
Measuring the Right Things—We Care Air (WCA)
As I prepared to board, the agent announced that since the plane was full, carry-on bags had to be
checked. Like others, I allowed my bag to be tagged to its final destination. I checked to assure
myself it wouldn’t be left at the next stop, (my connecting city) and went abroad.
When it became obvious that all the passengers were aboard, I noticed that more than a few
overhead compartments were empty. Next, the pilot announced that our destination city was
experiencing severe weather and we were going to be delayed until 5:30 pm – 45 minutes from
now. Since I had a 90 minute layover, I still felt reasonably comfortable about my next flight.
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Given the delay, the pilot further announced that people could leave the plane, but he warned
“Don’t go far, we expect to leave promptly at 5:30 pm.” A number of passengers left.
Nothing happened until 5:28 pm, at which time the pilot announced “We are clear for take-off
and will leave as soon as all the passengers return to the airplane.” At 5:55 pm all had returned
and were safely seated and by 6:05 pm we were off. Of course, the crew behaved frantically
boarding the returning passengers, some of whom obviously had gone to eat.
While in the air, the pilot apologized for the weather delay, which he reminded us was beyond
WCA’s control. He stated that the ground crew at the arriving airport would help those with
connections, including seats on the next available flights if needed. He also noted that many
passengers had close connections and thought that some flights “Might delay their departures to
wait.” He asked the passengers without connections to let those making connections exit first.
This was repeated two more times (at landing and deplaning).
Running off the plane I was greeted by an agent who explained I was rebooked on tomorrow’s
first flight out. I noted I had 10 minutes before my flight’s departure and she assured me I could
not make the flight, since it was at the other end of the airport. Also, it had already stopped
boarding passengers. It appeared everyone was getting the same message. I later learned that no
one made a connection. One passenger tried to open a locked jet-way door, since the plane was
still there. Rather than opening the door, a nearby agent called security.
After more than an hour of lines (Special Services and Baggage Claim) the following was clear.
The airline took no responsibility for the mess – “weather related.” I missed my flight, but my
bag had made it and would be waiting for me in Florida, tomorrow morning.
I got a hotel room, left the next day and have avoided the carrier since, even once, when its
schedule was slightly better than a competitor’s. Also, I have told all my friends about this
experience, at least one of whom took another airline on a vacation trip to Europe.
1. Based on this experience does WCA view its service as a process or project?
2. What are the sources of WCA’s failed service? Was it all weather and/or passenger fault?
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Glossary of Controllership and Financial
Management Terms
Absorption Costing – A costing method that treats all manufacturing cost (direct materials,
direct labor, variable overhead, and fixed overhead) as product costs. It is also referred to as full
costing.
Accept or Reject Decision – Decision resulting from a relevant cost analysis concerning
whether to accept or reject a special order.
Accounts Payable Turnover Ratio – A liquidity measure that shows the number of times on
average that accounts payable are paid during the period; calculated by dividing net credit
purchases by average accounts payable during the period.
Accounts Receivable Turnover Ratio – A liquidity measure that shows the number of times on
average that accounts receivable are collected during the period; calculated by dividing net credit
sales by average accounts receivable during the period.
Action Analysis Report – A report detailing the costs that have been assigned to a cost object,
such as a product or a customer; it also shows how difficult it would be to adjust the cost if there
were a change in activity.
Activity – An event that causes the consumption of overhead resources within an organization.
Activity Cost Pool – A “bucket” in which costs that relate to a single activity measure are
accumulated within an activity-based costing system.
Activity Measure – An allocation basis within an activity-based costing system which, under
ideal conditions, measures the amount of activity that drives the costs in an activity cost pool.
Activity-Based Costing (ABC) – A costing method that focuses on individual activities as
primary cost objects and uses the costs of these activities as the basis for assigning costs to other
cost objects such as products and services.
Activity-Based Management (ABM) – A management approach that focuses on managing
activities as a way of eliminating waste, reducing delays, and minimizing defects.
Administrative Cost – Any executive, organizational, and clerical cost associated with the
general management of an organization.
Amortization – The process of allocating the cost of an intangible asset over its estimated useful
life.
Asset Turnover Rate – The sales divided by the average operating assets figure. It represents
the amount of sales generated from each dollar invested in operating assets by an investment
center.
Average Age of Inventory – The number of days on average that a company holds inventory
before it is sold; calculated by dividing 365 days by the inventory turnover ratio.
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Average Collection Period – The number of days on average that an account receivable remains
outstanding; calculated by dividing 365 days by the accounts receivable turnover ratio.
Average Payment Period – The number of days on average that an account payable remains
unpaid; calculated by dividing 365 days by the accounts payable turnover ratio.
Balanced Scorecard – An integrated set of financial, customer, internal business processes, and
learning and growth performance measures that is derived from and supports an organization’s
strategy.
Benchmarking – A study of organizations considered to be among the best in performing a
particular task. Involves establishment, through data gathering, of targets and comparators,
through whose use relative levels of performance can be identified.
Bottleneck – Any machine or other part of a process that limits the total output of an entire
system.
Break-Even Point – The level of sales, in units or dollars, where profit is zero. It can also be
defined as the point where total sales equals total fixed and variable costs, or the point where
total contribution margin equals total fixed costs.
Budget – A detailed plan for the future acquisition and use of financial and other resources over
a specified period of time, usually expressed in formal quantitative terms.
Business Process – The series of steps followed when carrying out some task in a business.
Capital Budgeting – The process of planning significant outlays on projects that have long-term
implications, such as the acquisition of new property and equipment or the introduction of a new
product line.
Capital Lease – A long-term agreement that allows one party (the lessee) to use the asset of
another party (the lessor) in an arrangement accounted for like a purchase.
Cash Budget – A detailed plan showing the primary sources and uses of cash resources over a
specific time period.
Cash Debt Coverage Ratio – A measure of solvency that can be calculated by dividing cash
provided by operating activities by average total assets.
Change Management – The process of coordinating a structured period of transition from one
situation to another in order to achieve lasting change within an organization. It can be of
varying scope, from continuous improvement to radical and substantial change involving
organizational strategy.
Chief Financial Officer – Top management team member responsible for providing timely and
relevant data to support planning and control activities and for preparing financial statements for
external users.
Committed Fixed Cost – Any fixed cost that is considered to be difficult to adjust because it
relates to the investment in facilities, equipment, or the basic organizational structure of a firm
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Common Cost – Costs that are incurred to support a number of costing objects but that cannot
be traced to any one of those costing objects individually.
Constraint – Any limitation under which an organization must operate, such as limited available
raw materials or machine time, that restricts the organization’s ability to satisfy demand.
Contribution Margin – The difference between total sales and total variable cost, or the
difference between unit selling price and unit variable cost. It represents the amount contributed
to covering fixed costs and providing a profit to the organization.
Contribution Margin Ratio – The ratio of total contribution margin to total sales, or the ratio of
unit contribution margin to unit selling price. It is used in cost-volume-profit analysis.
Control – The process of establishing procedures and then obtaining feedback in order to ensure
that all parts of the organization are functioning effectively and moving toward overall company
goals.
Controller – The manager in charge of the organization’s accounting department.
Controlling – Ensuring that a plan is actually implemented and appropriately modified as
circumstances change.
Conversion Cost – Costs of converting raw materials into finished goods. It is the sum of direct
labor costs plus manufacturing overhead costs.
Core Competencies – A bundle of skills and technologies that enable a company to provide a
particular benefit to customers that gives it competitive differentiation.
Corporate Governance – The system by which organizations are directed and controlled. Its
structure specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among different participants in
the organization and spells out the rules and procedures for making decisions on corporate
affairs. The result is the structure through which corporate objectives are set and through which
the means of obtaining those objectives and monitoring performance are achieved.
Cost Behavior – How a cost reacts or responds to changes in activity levels. Costs may be
fixed, variable, or mixed.
Cost Center – A business segment whose manager has control over costs, but not over revenues
or the use of invested funds.
Cost Driver – A factor that causes overhead costs, such as machine-hours, labor hours, or
computer time.
Cost Management – The application of managerial accounting concepts, methods of data
collection, data analysis, and data presentation so that relevant information can be provided for
purposes of planning, monitoring, and controlling costs.
Cost Object – Anything for which cost data are desired, such as products, product lines,
customers, jobs, or organizational subunits.
Cost of Capital – The average rate of return that a corporation must pay to its long-term
creditors and shareholders for the use of their funds.
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Cost of Goods Manufactured – Manufacturing costs associated with goods that are completed
and become available for sale during the period.
Current Cash Debt Coverage Ratio – A measure of liquidity that can be calculated by dividing
cash provided by operating activities by average current liabilities.
Current Ratio – A measure commonly used to evaluate a company’s liquidity and short-term
debt-paying ability that can be calculated by dividing total current assets by total current
liabilities.
Customer Relationship Management – A combination of customer information systems,
personalization systems, content management systems, and campaign management systems.
Debt to Asset Ratio – A measure of solvency that shows the percentage of total assets financed
with borrowed funds; calculated by dividing total liabilities by total assets.
Decentralization – The process of delegating decision-making authority throughout an
organization by empowering managers at various operating levels within the organization to
make key decisions relating to their area of responsibility.
Depletion – The process of allocating the cost of a natural resource over its estimated useful life.
Depreciation – The process of allocating the cost of an item of property, plant, and equipment
over its estimated useful life.
Differential Cost – Any difference in cost between two alternative courses of action under
consideration. Also referred to as relevant cost.
Differential Revenue – Any difference in revenue between two alternative courses of action
under consideration. Also referred to as relevant revenue.
Direct Allocation Method – A method of allocating service department costs to operating
departments that allocates all service department costs directly to those operating departments
without recognizing any services provided to other service departments.
Direct Cost – Any cost that can be easily and conveniently traced to a specified cost object.
Direct Labor – Any manufacturing labor costs that can be conveniently and easily traced to
individual units of product.
Direct Labor Budget – A detailed plan that shows the labor requirements needed to meet
projected production requirements over a specified period of time.
Direct Materials – Any manufacturing materials costs that can be conveniently and easily traced
to individual units of product.
Direct Materials Budget – A detailed plan that shows the amount of raw materials that must be
purchased during a specified period of time in order to meet production needs and provide for the
desired level of ending raw materials inventory.
Directing – Mobilizing employees to carryout plans and perform routine operations.
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Discretionary Fixed Cost – Any fixed cost that is considered to be relatively easy to adjust
because it arises from annual decisions by management to spend in certain fixed cost areas such
as advertising, employee development, or research and development.
Duration Driver – In activity-based costing, a measure of the amount of time required to
perform an activity.
Earnings Per Share (EPS) – A measure of the net income earned on each share of common
stock outstanding; calculated by dividing net income minus preferred stock dividends by the
average number of common shares outstanding during the year.
Economic Value Added (EVA) – A concept similar to residual income used for performance
evaluation purposes.
Enterprise Governance – The set of responsibilities and practices exercised by executive
management and the board of directors with the goal of providing strategic direction, ensuring
that objectives are achieved, ascertaining that risks are managed appropriately, and verifying that
the organization’s resources are used responsibly. It is wider than, and inclusive of, corporate
governance.
Feedback – Accounting and non-accounting reports and other information that assist managers
in monitoring performance and in focusing on problems and/or opportunities that might
otherwise go unnoticed.
Financial Accounting – Accounting activities concerned with providing information to external
users such as stockholders, creditors, and government agencies.
Finished Goods – Units of output that have been completed but not yet sold to customers.
First-Stage Allocation – The process through which manufacturing overhead costs are assigned
to activity cost pools in an activity-based costing system.
Fixed Cost – A cost that remains constant in total, within a relevant range, even as activity
changes. On a per unit basis, it varies inversely with changes in activity.
Flexible Budget – A budget that has been designed to cover a range of activity and that can be
used to develop budgeted costs at any point within that range to compare to actual costs incurred.
Free Cash Flow – The amount of cash available from operations after adjusting for capital
expenditures and cash dividends paid; calculated by subtracting capital expenditures and cash
dividends paid from operating cash flow.
Horizontal Analysis – A technique for evaluating a series of financial statement data over a
period of time to determine the increase or decrease that has taken place, expressed as either an
amount or a percentage.
Ideal Standards – Standards in a standard costing system that allow for no machine breakdowns
or other work interruptions and that require peak efficiency at all times.
Incremental Cost – Any change in cost between two alternative courses of action under
consideration.
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Incremental Revenue – Any change in revenue between two alternative courses of action under
consideration.
Indirect Cost – Any cost that cannot be easily and conveniently traced to a specified cost object.
Indirect Labor – Labor costs of janitors, supervisors, materials handlers, and other factory
workers that cannot be conveniently and easily traced to individual units of product.
Indirect Materials – Materials costs for small items such as glue and nails that are an integral
part of a finished product but cannot be conveniently and easily traced to individual units of
product.
Intellectual Capital – Comprised of human capital (knowledge, skills, experience), relational
capital (external relationships including customers and suppliers), and structural capital
(knowledge that remains within the entity and includes procedures and systems).
Internal Control – The entire system of controls, both financial and non-financial, established
in order to provide reasonable assurance of effective and efficient operation, internal financial
control, and compliance with laws and regulations.
Internal Rate of Return – The rate or return promised by a capital investment project over its
useful life. It is the discount rate at which the present value of all cash inflows exactly equals the
present value of all cash outflows so that the net present value is zero.
Inventory Turnover Ratio – A liquidity measure that shows the number of times on average
that inventory is sold during the period; calculated by dividing cost of goods sold by the average
inventory during the period.
Investment Center – A business segment whose manager has control over costs, revenues, and
invested funds.
Joint Cost – Any cost incurred up to the split-off point in a process that produces joint products.
Joint Products – Two or more items that are produced using a common input.
Just-In-Time (JIT) – A production and inventory control system where raw materials are
purchased and units of output are produced only on an as-needed basis to meet customer
demand.
Keep or Drop Decision – Decision resulting from a relevant cost analysis concerning whether a
product line or segment should be retained or dropped.
Knowledge Management – A collective phrase for a series of processes and practices used by
organizations in order to increase their value by improving the effectiveness of the generation
and application of intellectual capital.
Liquidity – The ability of a company to pay its short-term obligations as they are expected to
become due within the next year or operating cycle.
Liquidity Ratios – Measures of the company’s ability to pay its short-term obligations as they
become due and to meet unexpected needs for cash as they arise.
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Make or Buy Decision – Decision resulting from a relevant cost analysis concerning whether an
item should be produced internally or purchased from an outside source.
Management by Exception – A system of management which involves setting standards for
various operating activities and then comparing actual results to these standards, with any
significant differences being brought to the attention of management as “exceptions.”
Managerial Accounting – Accounting activities concerned with providing information to
managers for planning and control purposes and for making operating decisions.
Manufacturing Overhead – Any manufacturing cost that cannot be classified as direct labor or
direct materials.
Manufacturing Overhead Budget – A detailed plan that shows all production costs except
direct materials and direct labor that are expected to be incurred over a specified time period.
Marketing or Selling Costs – Any cost associated with securing customer orders and delivering
the finished product or service into the hands of the customer.
Master Budget – A summary of the organization’s plans in which specific targets are set for
sales, production, distribution, and financing activities; generally includes a cash budget,
budgeted income statement, and budgeted balance sheet.
Merchandise Purchases Budget – A detailed plan that shows the amount of goods a
merchandising company must purchase from suppliers during the period in order to cover
projected sales and provide desired levels of ending inventory.
Mission and Vision Statements – Statements that aim to describe the purpose of an
organization, define its success, outline its strategy, and share its values.
Mixed Cost – A cost that contains both fixed and variable elements.
Net Operating Income – Income before interest and income taxes have been deducted.
Net Present Value – The difference between the present value of all cash inflows and the
present value of all cash outflows associated with a capital investment project.
Operating Assets – Cash, accounts receivable, inventory, plant and equipment, and any other
assets held for productive use by an organization.
Operating Department – Any department or segment within an organization within which the
central purposes of the organization are carried out.
Operating Lease – An agreement allowing one party (the lessee) to use the asset of another
party (the lessor) in an arrangement accounted for as a rental.
Opportunity Cost – The potential benefit that is foregone when one alternative is selected over
another.
Outsourcing – The use of external suppliers as a source of finished products, components, or
services. Also known as contract manufacturing or subcontracting.
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Payback Period – The length of time that it takes for a capital investment project to fully
recover its initial cash outflows from the cash inflows that it generates.
Performance Report – A detailed report which compares budgeted data with actual results.
Period Cost – Any cost that is reported on the income statement in the period in which it is
incurred or accrued; such costs consist of marketing and administrative expenses.
Planning – Selecting a course of action and specifying how it will be implemented.
Planning and Control Cycle – The flow of management activities through planning, directing
and motivating, and controlling, and then back to planning again.
Post-Audit – The follow-up that occurs after a capital investment project has been approved and
implemented to determine whether expected results are actually realized.
Practical Standards – Standards in a standard costing system that allow for normal machine
downtime and other work interruptions, and which can be attained through the reasonable but
highly efficient efforts by the average worker.
Predictive Accounting – The use of process information to project future financial and nonfinancial performance.
Present Value – The value today of an amount to be received at some future date after taking
current interest rates into account.
Prime Cost – Cost of the inputs to the production process. It is the sum of direct materials costs
plus direct labor costs.
Process Reengineering – Improving operations by completely redesigning business processes in
order to eliminate unnecessary steps, minimize errors, and reduce costs.
Product Cost – Any cost associated with the purchase or manufacture of goods; not reported on
the income statement until the period in which the finished product is sold; such costs consist of
direct materials, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead.
Production Budget – A detailed plan that shows the number of units that must to be produced
during a period in order to cover projected sales and provide desired levels of ending inventory.
Profit Center – A business segment whose manager has control over costs and revenues but not
over invested funds.
Profit Margin Ratio – A measure of profitability that shows the percentage of each sales dollar
that flows through to net income; calculated as net operating income divided by net sales.
Profitability Index – The ratio of the present value of a capital investment project’s cash
inflows to the present value of its cash outflows.
Profitability Ratios – Measures of the income or operating success of a company over a given
period of time, usually one year.
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Quality of Earnings – Refers to the level of full and transparent information that is provided to
external users of a corporation’s financial statements.
Ratio – An expression of the mathematical relationship between two or more financial statement
items that may be expressed as a percentage, a rate, or a proportion.
Ratio Analysis – A technique for evaluating financial statements that expresses the relationship
among two or more selected financial statement items.
Raw Materials – Materials that are used to manufacture a finished product.
Reciprocal Allocation Method – A method of allocating service department costs to operating
departments that gives full recognition to interdepartmental services.
Required Rate of Return – The minimum rate of return that any capital investment project
must yield in order for it to be considered acceptable.
Residual Income – The net operating income of an investment center that exceeds its minimum
required return on operating assets.
Responsibility Accounting – An accountability system under which managers are held
responsible for differences between budgeted and actual results only for those items of revenue
and expense over which they can exert significant control.
Responsibility Center – Any business segment whose manager has control over cost, revenue,
and/or invested funds.
Return on Equity – A measure of profitability that shows the efficiency with which operating
assets were used to generate returns to stockholders; can be calculated by dividing net operating
income by average common stockholders’ equity.
Return on Investment – A measure of profitability that shows the efficiency with which
operating assets were used to generate operating profits; can be calculated by dividing net
operating income by average operating assets or by multiplying profit margin by asset turnover
rate.
Sales Budget – A detailed schedule that shows the expected sales for coming periods, typically
expressed both in dollars and in units.
Second-Stage Allocation – The process by which activity rates are used to apply costs to
products and customers in activity-based costing.
Segment – Any part of an organization that can be evaluated independently of other parts and
about which management seeks financial data.
Segment Margin – The amount remaining after a segment’s traceable fixed costs have been
subtracted from its contribution margin. It represents the amount available after a segment has
covered all of its own traceable costs.
Sell or Process Further Decision – Decision resulting from a relevant cost analysis concerning
whether a joint product should be sold at the split-off point or sold after further processing.
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Selling and Administrative Expense Budget – A detailed plan that shows the expected selling
and administrative expenses that will be incurred during a specified period of time.
Service Department – Any department that provides support or assistance to operating
departments but does not directly engage in production or other operating activities.
Simple Rate of Return – The rate of a return on a capital investment project that is determined
by dividing its annual accounting net operating income by the initial investment required. Also
referred to as Accounting Rate of Return.
Solvency – The ability of a company to pay interest as it comes due and to repay the principal
amount of a debt at its maturity.
Solvency Ratios – Measures of the ability of a company to pay its long-term obligations as they
become due and to survive over time.
Special Order – Any one-time order that is not considered part of the organization’s normal
ongoing business.
Split-Off Point – The point in the manufacturing process where some or all of the joint products
can be recognized and sold as individual products.
Static Budget – A budget created prior to the onset of the budgeting period that is valid only for
the planned activity level.
Step Allocation Method – A method of allocating service department costs to operating
departments that allocates service department costs to other service departments as well as to
operating departments in a sequential fashion that typically starts with the service department
that provides the greatest amount of service to other departments.
Strategic Enterprise Management – An approach to strategic management which focuses on
creating and sustaining shareholder value through the integrated use of best practice modeling
and analysis techniques, technologies, and processes in support of better decision making.
Strategic Planning – The formulation, evaluation, and selection of strategies for the purpose of
preparing a long-term plan of action in order to attain objectives.
Sunk Cost – Any cost that has already been incurred or that cannot be changed by any decision
made currently or in the future.
Theory of Constraints – A management approach that emphasizes the importance of managing
bottlenecks caused by scarce resources.
Times Interest Earned Ratio – A solvency measure of the company’s ability to meet interest
payments as they come due that can be calculated by dividing income before interest expense
and income taxes by interest expense.
Total Manufacturing Cost – Cost of all inputs to the production process during a period. It is
the sum of direct materials used, direct labor incurred, and manufacturing overhead.
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Back Matter
Total Quality Management – An integrated and comprehensive system of planning and
controlling all business functions so that products and services are produced which meet or
exceed customer expectations.
Traceable Fixed Cost – Any fixed cost that is incurred because of the existence of a particular
business segment.
Transaction Driver – In activity-based costing, a simple count of the number of times an
activity occurs.
Treasury Management – The corporate handling of all financial managers, the generation of
internal and external funds for the business, the management of currencies and cash flows, and
the complex strategies, policies, and procedures of corporate finance.
Value Chain – The major business functions that add value to an organization’s products or
services, such as research and development, product design, manufacturing, marketing,
distribution, and customer service.
Value-Based Management – The process of searching for and implementing those activities
that will contribute most to increases in shareholder value.
Variable Cost – A cost that varies in total, within a relevant range, in direct proportion to
changes in activity. On a per unit basis, it remains constant as activity levels change.
Variable Cost Ratio – The ratio of total variable costs to total revenues, or the ratio of unit
variable cost to unit selling price. It is used in cost-volume-profit analysis.
Variable Costing – A costing method that treats only the variable manufacturing costs (direct
materials, direct labor, and variable overhead) as product costs while it treats fixed overhead as a
period cost. It is also referred to as direct costing.
Vertical Analysis – A technique for evaluating financial statement data that expresses each item
in a financial statement as a percent of a base amount.
Work in Process – Units of product that have been only partially completed and will require
further work before they are ready for sale to customers.
Working Capital (Net) – A measure used to evaluate a company’s liquidity and short-term
debt-paying ability that can be calculated by subtracting total current liabilities from total current
assets.
XBRL – A computer language for financial reporting known as Extensive Business Reporting
Language. It allows companies to publish, extract, and exchange financial information through
the Internet and other electronic means in a standardized manner.
Zero-Based Budget – A method of budgeting that requires managers each year to justify all
costs as if the programs involved were being proposed for the first time.
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